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EQUESTRIANS 
......... Walk,Trot,Canter 
1st , ... , ....... Patti Fuller 
2nd ........ Laurie Co~nell 
3rd .. -, ... . Penny_Pocheretz 
4th .......... ldy Touhey 
Co~) -Cetwles OuJ 
A90.1ns+ Drug L~ws 
agreed to put more buses in 
service to the campus. but for 
free service. more 1nvestigat1on 
will have to be undertaken 
before any positive statement 
can be announced. 
B[ Leah Fackos 
The Ithaca College Riding 
Club held a Horse Show this past 
Saturday afternoon. The show 
was open to the students 
enrolled in GIPPE, Riding Club 
members· and Riding Team 
members. The show was 
sponsored as a club activity and 
with the hope of gaining interest 
in the club. 
There were five different 
game events that students 
competed in, and each was 
. divided into levels. These 
included; tacking race, 
sit-a-buck, !]lUSical bags, obstacle 
course, and snake race. The 
levels coni;isted of both 
beginners and advance. There 
were also all-level equitation 
classes on · the llilt a_nd over 
fences. 
Tlie show was directed by 
Debbie Butler, the riding_ team 
coach and club advisor. Judge 
for the show was Noel-Redinger: 
from Schenectady. There were 
five ribbons awared.in each class 
and a total of 85 ribbons 
received b;y the participants. 
Those receiving ... awards, 
within each category·. are as 
follows: 
.. 
Tacking Race ... Walk, Trot 
1st , •.•..... Rusty G rig rich 
2nd-.' . .. , .•...• Gary N ilrse 
3rd , . ; . , .• , • . Ruth Werner 
4th _. •...... Micki Perrlcelll 
Tacking Race. .... · .. .; ...... 
Sit-A-Buck ..... Walk, Trot 
1st . , ....... Lorie Andrews 
By Barbara Sheldon 
2nd .......... ldY Touhey Student Congress approved by 
3 rd · · · ·······.Gary Nurse acclamation to sanction the 
4th • · · · · · • • M lckl Perrlcelll Community Health and Safety 
5th · · · · · · · · · Nancy Tuttle Committee to organize all 
Sit-A-Buck . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Colleges and Universities in New 
. . . . . . . . . Walk,Trot,Canter York State to oppose the recent 
15t ............ Patti Fuller New York State drug law in 
2nd .......... Barb Glasow regard to its treatment ot 
marijuana cases. Ithaca College 
shall be the headquaters of. all 
operations·. Through Andy 
Telsey, the committee's 
3rd ..•........ Liz Schenk 
4th ........ Sherryl Seeley 
5th ••••...• Rusty Gingrich 
Musical Bags .... Walk, Trot chairman, New York State has. 
1st ......... Rusty Gin grlch been organized into twelve 
2nd 
3rd 
4th 
5th 
•..... Penny Podheretz regions under the authority of 
........ M 1ckl Perrlcelll twelve universities to lobby to 
........ Sherryl Seeley organize the college students in 
•••••••••• Donna Hunt New York State into a lobbying 
group to effect changes in the 
Musical BagsWalk, Trot, Cante law as it now stands. 
ut .. ,' .. · ...... . Ruth w erner An organizational meeting 
2 nd .•........ 13arb Glitow shall be held on IC campus the 
weekend of October 12th to 3rd 
• • • · • • • • • • • Patti Fuller 14th at which the twelve 
4th .......... ldY Touhey 
· regional representatives shall 5th ._ •••.••.••• LIZ Schenk further plan their program. 
Obstacle Course . Walk, Trot Andy is requesting help from all 
interested IC students to join the 1st ........... Donna Hunt . . 
2 nd ........... Sally Klein organization and ~ts c?mm1ttees. Committee partic1pat1on is open lrd •..... Penny Podheretz IC b 
to the entire student ody. 4th : ........ .. sue Hunter . , . d" 
Sth ....... Lorrie Andrews The organizations 1mme iate 
goal is a statewide morato_rium 
Obstacle Course · · · · · · · · · · · , to be held in New York City in 
. . . . . . . . . . . . Walk,Trot,Canter November. Andy is hoping to 
1st ... : ......... sue Keller organize 100,000 students to 
2 nd .......... . Lis.ii Young attend, and there will be a 
3rd .•.....•. . ,...-tdy Touhey concert. 
4th .......... Jamie_ TUIIO In the meantime, Kenny May, 
5th ......•. Laurie Connell 
President of Student Congress, 
has received rnformation from 
Syracuse University concerning 
their existing bail fund. With the 
help ·of Mr. Galbraith, an IC 
business : professor and local 
lawyer, Student Congress hopes 
,to make arrangements with 
Ithaca's District Attorney, 
William Sullivan, to locate the 
Ithaca College bail fund in the 
D.A.'s office. 
Also, in reaction to the last 
fall's disappearance of Karen 
Levy, a Syracuse University 
coed, the Offices of Student 
Concern h'ave decided to 
implement a new voluntary 
system as part of the existing 
ride board situated on the north 
side of the first floor of Egbert 
Union. When students want to 
post ride notices, they can go 
first to· the Office of Student 
Concerns and have their I.D. 
embossment imprinted on the 
notice. This is to show that the 
student offering the ride is that 
said student, and is registered at 
the college. If a student does 
take a ride with another student, 
they may notify the Office of 
Student Concerns or their 
roommate just to inform 
someone of where and with 
whom the student has left the 
campus, Once again, this is 
purely voluntary . 
Also, Andy Telsey has been 
looking into the possibility of a 
bus shuttle service up and down 
the hill. The City of Ithaca has 
Lloyd Eckl!r. chairman of the 
Bureau of Concerts, announced 
that Bette M1dler has been 
contracted for a concert 
scheduled for November 9th. 
Tickets will go on sale the 
~\S'n\,~Y after the October 13th 
t of Livingston Taylor and 
David Frye. 
Kenny May. President of 
Stud en t Congress, L~ very 
concerned with improving 
commumcations on the c.tmous 
with students. and once again he 
would like to emphasize that all 
membership to committees is 
open to any interested lC' 
students. and that students are 
welcome to drop by the Student 
C'o"neress office on the chird 
floor of Egbert Union whenever 
the~ like for any purpose, 
whether it be inquiry or 
suggestion. The Officers are 
interested in what the students 
are' thinking. Also, for all 
students, but particularly for 
those off campus, a community 
bulletrn board shall be set up in 
the lobby of Egbert Union to 
inform all students of the 
act1v1ties of their Student 
Congress. For anyone interested. 
the phone number of the 
Student Congress office is 
~74-3377 or 
x3377. 
D.A. SULUVAN. _RAPS. ABOUT NARCS, BUSTS, and the LAW 
. _._... ' . 
"Are --~ll. these people which ahead. If the search is an illegal 
you '· refei:. . to. feceiving an_y search .. :the pr·oceeds of the 
Your best friend may be .3 .. ·compensation for th~1r search will be-suppressed." This 
information?" a panehst means that anything found on 
arc. , .. , · . · . d an illegal search can not be used Monday night the air waves of mgmre . . . ' - . 
III CB-AM broadcasted a taped "·The only people that receive against YO!! in court." 
nterview with District Attorney - co·mpensation are . the state "If, in fact, the officer had 
1/illiant---· Sullivan .. Mt. Sullivan- · troopers who work under the right to make the search and 
w a s q u e··s-t i O 11 e d by cover." there was a esistance on the 
representatives-from three local The program aired for thirty part of the people involved then 
By Andy Friedman can show that he knowingly and 
willingly possessed it, and the 
fact that it would've been found 
. among his belongings, would go 
pretty far in terms of showing 
that, then I wuld indicate yes, I 
think that's sufficient to gain a 
conviction." 
BURDEN ON ACCUSED 
newspape ..rs, .The Ithacan minutes and was repeated ill b ::ak' est 'th 
· 'gh 9 00 A -variety we w e mr_mg arr s wi Mr. Sullivan continued, "By included. Well into the program, Tuesday m t at : · respect to anybody dealing -_ 
d . •· ed all of the. same token, if that he was asked if he had any narcs of topics were . lStu~ ' th drugs. When this comes or how individual ·can convince us that 
workjng- .for. his office. He · them -directly_ re ate to· e, it comes, I'm just not at liberty he· did not possess this drug but 
replit!d:... ·. ·· .. ·· welfare of stu_dents. The to discuss." he finished. 
· "W";e'tl·,~·w· e have.,.pe-ople· .•. who , following are portions of that in ·fact the drug was planted, 
"Is' there any kind of that he does not use d~ugs,then 
are ~.14fd,tasins'dnigs. Whether 0 r · program. · ··, pro tee tion w ha ts~ver for we may well not have a criminal 
not~). aitybo•b<IDld~,c~ver.~ .· ~. '·' · someone w.ho, let's say .. prosecution at all." 
at this time, *'m,not willing ·to . . SEARCHING mariJ'uana ·w.as plan_ted there (in 
disc'P.> There ~are --also ... pe_ap~e . :. ,··, ._ - . . . ,, . The evidence would be mon. · 
whotrovide us·with informilt~on . , _' '.MY :rec~_mm_~.n~a t10n., , ~s. r_oom) a.~~ ~e ·police w,ere · than_ slightly overwhelming and 
froiffi',!! viuious>parts ., of· ;',the . 'sfated-,Mr . ..Sulh~n,. to anybo~y tipped off? was a· CJncerned ,.-- Mr. Sullivan acknowledged this. 
CO~lY('We ba!~ .. stuc:fe)lts. ·. wlio.'is about: !O .!Je ~~e_c:l: if___ que~tion .. ·. . . : . "That.'s quite a burden on the 
we Wei:iaculty-Jfroril:):,_JJJHllree · · they don.'t want:.~ese··,~ ' In. 0rde.r to __ c,onvict - -iridividua't·to indicate to us that 
conejea:::,Y~ have'.'atil~;.,peo~e in,-;: seatehed, · · indicat~ tlui~ ~to- the ,someone," the District At_torney he didn't'.know it was there. f, 
the .. :~o~u~~nity_·: __ w~_o.··/are,:,:·polji:e_~f~cer:tt1'.'::- : .. \_.,.,:' .·· zej>lied, ~ we·have to be able to don't know how to indicate to 
con~ .. about _the-;:~- 0·"· "lf,.-lhe ~oli~e:,c:Offlcer.~ . sbo~---thaC,.,.that person-- yoti (how) he might do".that, 
sit~'.-:.and-::.:wbo.,, provide ::us ., · on .·goida· ahe¢.'wbeth~r or. not · kno~n,~~;untaw!ully_ .PGaieS!I~ except by -,telling us the truth.',' 
with~l'tii!~•~!on/;.-. ·_ ·· '-,, ; .-. :,he's. gi,t·•·:~tf-r~ !et-bi_~_10· · :: tb~l. co~~Oed su~_ta~. H we. 
::"...; .. - • • ·: • , •• __ _. .:· " • .,r,' • - : • • -· ·-- - ,- .. - - ' • 
,·:•X-:~_~;)~:i~~:,~-=· .. \,, ::.·:~:':~-~:, • •.:-:~~.~ ·~:·,·.·, __ .-·.: - '·, .-,:·\::•• ·.~·- \~.-. •., r" • • •.~ r -~ 
.. ' - .. ,•' ..... ~·~. -
Out and out demals along the 
lines of, "Hey, man, I didn't 
know it was there. I never seen 
the stuff he fore!", are not 
appreciated .and don't impress 
the judges. 
·tne DA said that a hope 
attached to the new laws is that 
people would give up drup abuse 
and sales and get help for 
themselves before they're 
arrested. 
One of the last questions 
asked dealt with informants. 
"Has anyone come to you 
since the law went into effect on 
September I with nformation 
on drug dealers?" 
"We've received informatiorr 
involving people selling drugs, 
yes.''" -
"Will you be making drug 
arrests of these dealers in the 
future?" 
"I have no comment on that." 
Afterthought; "I would indicate 
that_ to the extent possible.. thaJ· 
they (the. officers) will involve, 
them in further charges," 
-~-~ ,_ ':_ : 
' -. , 
------------------~--;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;:;;;;;a;;;i;::::i=----al'!llll!ll!l'l ____ '!l!'~-.... -1111.~ .. IIJllll'!•• ..... ~ •• ~!ll .. ~l_~.l!! ... 1!! .. 1!1.•••• ---- ---....-,- .. ____ ..... _~- .._t, 
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Skylab Cre\v Returns 
59 days and 11 minutes after blast off, the crew 
of t1_1e second Skylab mission landed safoly 
Tuesday off the Pacific coast of Mexico. They 
returned with almost I 00,000 photograph~ of the 
earth and sun for use by scientists, cartographers, 
farmers and weathermen. The animals with them, 
spiders and guppies, returned in good health and 
are now being analyzed. Anita, one of the two 
spiders, made herself famous by spinning _the first 
web ever to be spun in space and then died from 
.....s.elf-1mposed starvation. A third and final crew will 
be taking off November I I for a 2 month stay 
aboard the orbiting station. 
Agnew's Kickback Trial 
Vice-President Spiro Agnew 1s appealing to the 
Bouse of Repre~entat1ves to create an investigating 
committee to replace the federal grand jury that is 
investigating his alleged kickbacks. Attorney 
General Elliot L. Richardson will he presenting 
evidence to said jury Thursday morning, 
September '27. 
Mr. Agnew claim~ he has constitutional 
immunity to cmninal prosecution and argues that 
he would not "acquiesce in any cnminal 
proceeding lodged against me m Maryland or 
anywhere." 
There have heen reports that Mr. Agnew's 
lawyers arc mamtainmg the position that the vice 
president would consider resignation only if no 
charges were brought against him at all. 
U.M.N.U. Leader Attempts Suicide 
W.A. Boyle. 7 I years old and former president 
ol the United Mine Worker's Union, attempted 
suicide Tuesday night. He was to appear m court 
on Wednesday to be tned for the 1969 murder of 
a reformist union rival, Joseph A. Yablonsky. 
Boyle had consumed "a large amount of sodium 
amytal, which would be lethal," his. doctor said. 
Me termed Boyle's act, "an effort at 
self-destruction." 
While Boyle 1s being kept alive only by a 
machine attached to his kidneys. Richatd A. 
Sprague, the prosccutrng attorney. has been 
conducting a campaign for the restoration of the 
death penalty rn l;'ennsylvan1a, where Boyle will be 
tned. 
around the world 
Soviet Trade Blocked? 
Reprt"sentat1ve Elizabt"th Holtzman ( D.-NY) is 
leading a faction of the House of Representatives 
members aimed at blocking trade with the Soviet 
Union. She wants trade stopped until Moscow 
permits free emigration of Jews and other citizens. 
They plan to make daily speeches to the House in 
hopes of obtaining an amendment that would 
deny trading status with the USSR. Meanwhile· 
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko says that 
Moscow would not be intimidated by· the U.S. 16n 
the matter of Soviet Jews who want to emigrate to 
Israel. "We shall not allow a'qybody to interfere 
with our ~ational affairs!" he exclaimed in an 
address to the UN. 
. . ..... 
· 1.t. THEATRE IEAsoil. PREMIERE$· ·WEIJNISM1~·~ ... -, 
• ... • • ., - • • ~ • • • :..: t • 
· "Royal Gambit", a dramatic 
study of Henry VIII and his 
numerous wjves, will open the 
theatre season af Ithaca College 
Wednesday evening, Oct. 3. The 
Readers Theatre pi:oduction will 
run nightly at 8: 15 p.m. in the 
Main. Theatre through Sunday, 
Oct. 7. . 
Tickets for the show are on 
sale at the box office, which is 
located in Dillingham Center for. 
the Performing Arts, daily from 
10 a.m. Season tickets are also 
available .. The · box · office 
telephone number is 274-3224. 
"Royal Gambit", written by 
Hermann Gressieker, had some 
twenty successful productions in 
Germany before being brought 
to New York. Translated and 
adapted by George White, ~t 
received the . critic's warmest 
welcome. The N.Y. Herald 
Tribune called it "an 
exceptionally interesting 
experiment in fresh matter and 
f r e s h m e t h o d. T )]._e 
N.Y. Times described it as 
"original, stimulating and 
mature ... a compact, well-wr:tten 
play that asks some cogent 
questions and provides 
disturbing answers." 
In: the Ithaca cast, · an 
unusually small one, are Robert 
Jules· Grindhnger as Henry, and! 
his wives, -playeooy~ary __ _ 
Bh.imenauer, Leslie Bernstein, 
Shevaum M.' Kep_gh, Carol 
Millstein, Cathy L · Lynch and 
Marian Leahy. . 
The· play, presented in the 
Readers Theatre style, is 
directed by John W. Gunning of 
the Drama-Speech department. 
A specialist" in this type of 
theatre, some of Prof. Gunn.1ng's 
previous Readers Theatre sl\ows 
have been "An Evening with 
Robert Frost", "The 
Investigation", "Ages of Man", 
"Tales of Saki", "Bitter Bierce" 
arid "To Meet Mr. Eliot". 
The plot of "Royal Gambit" 
shows the relationships of King 
Henry and the six women in his 
Ii fe beginning with the 
dissolution of his marriage to 
Catherine of Aragon and 
continuing through his alliances 
with Anne Boleyn, Jane 
Seymour, Anne of Cleves, 
Katherine Howard and Kate 
Parr. Director Gunning gives us 
this explanation: "Using the 
Tudor period, humanist 
enlightment and the interplay 
. between -the king and his queens, 
the-· pfay unaeiscores the 
_ dilemmas which .beset. mod'ern 
men and women refative to 
Women's Lib, modes of sexual 
'behavior, burgeoning 
knowledge·, war and · peace, 
politics and political corruption. 
Henry is very muc~ the 
enlightened male chauvinist pig. 
Each qµeen is a different aspect 
of the modern woman. The play 
abounds with fun and 
intelligence." 
Among other dramatic 
treatments of the notorious 
English king are Shakespeare's 
play "Henry VIII", "A Man for 
All Seasons", "Anne of a 
Thousand Days", the film "The 
Private Lives of Henry VIII" and 
the recently televised 
Masterpiece Theatre Series. 
Scenery and lighting for the 
Ithaca College production of 
"Royal Gambit" are being 
designed by Gerald J. Dellasala, 
a student in the Drama 
department. The costumes have 
been designed by Nancy Smith, 
~ssis tan t costume designer. 
Technical direction is by Robert 
D. Pratt, member of the 
department faculty. 
CIRCUS GLAMOUR; An Inside ,· 
By Robert Rogers 
I have always_ believed that 
there is a certain amount of 
Toby Tyler in each of us. We all 
hold a fascination for the circus 
life. Whether we are thrilled by 
what goes on in the rings or 
whether we're bored, we all 
probably wonder about What it 
must be like sometime. There is 
stardom and fame being a circus 
performer. In the atmosphere of 
excitement, the reception of the 
audience can be very gratifying. 
However there is no means for 
advancement. The Hanneford 
family of equestrians have been 
featured on television and must 
have earned a considerable 
amount of money for this type 
of exposure. But where are they 
now? They are traveling in 
trailers and practically living 
with their animal menagerie. Can 
these people ever climb out of 
the ,sawdust.? Satani Demon, a 
man very much resembling the 
Devil in appearance and 
temperament, has striven to 
become the "Prince of 
Darkness". What kind of guy 
would devote his efforts to 
Jumping through a revolving 
hoop of knives and flames, 
bhndfolded? Is he a nut? If he 
ever met with a serious accident 
or developed arthritis, how 
could he support himself in 
another manner? 
As I conversed with these 
people all morning till lunch 
time, I realized that circus 
people live in a world that is 
totally illogical to the society in 
which we- live. The expression, 
"the show m:ust go on", is not 
just a prevalint thought they 
have; it is the only thing they 
know. 
Circus people stick together 
and work in smooth 
chor~ography. Any outsiders can 
mterferc with their order: 1· 
workecl° all morning, helping' to· · 
assemofe the equipment, · and 
becan1e more closely involved 
with the troupe membe~. ~s ' 
very impressed by the·~ountless 
storte's an-d .anecdotes; they had 
to tell:· My -presence became 
more_· ·welcome because my 
sincerity kept us on a smooth 
·. level of ·communication. · My 
. ' 
curiosity to get to know them . 
also had me desiring to perform 
in the ring, to actually 
ex_perience what the circus 
meant . to these people. An old 
-
time clown, HUGO, welcomed 
my interest and gave me the 
chance to perform as a clown. 
i donned a tramp costume 
and carefully painted on my 
"face". I felt a sense of 
freedom ... freedom to joke and 
fool around. I would be 
expected to be funny; my 
reception would be a warm one. 
"Fifteen minutes to showtime". 
I was very excited. I noticed that 
the other clowns were fairly 
·calm. Though I felt, very relaxed 
in my new role, as soon as I 
started walking towards the 
crowds in the bleachers I could 
feel my heart pace quicken. 
Clowning is a very difficult job. 
Unlike stage actors you must act 
spontaneously with the parents 
and chi Id re n you a re 
entertaining. My wn 
experiences were naturally 
exciting for me as they were new 
ones. 
../.:.. ; '. 
, However, my observations of 
the others were quite different. 
The general atmosphere was one 
of routine. . The Hanneford 
troupe will work every night 
until November. These people 
have also been performing since 
~ -
,•,•,;>''I 'I"'.. r•A ;•.,:,.,'_, 
early childhood. They are quite 
used to their performances. 
--Those whom I knew told me of 
their pride in their work. 
''After all," said the 
ringmaster, "some of us risk our 
lives every evening . " 
Their values concerning their 
work are puzzling. They do what 
nobody else can do, but who 
would want to! I wondered, as I 
stood back stage, if those in the 
ring ever envied those outside in 
the audience. The old expression 
of "the grass being greener on 
the other sid.e", remained with 
me. These people, who have 
traveled all their lives, and lived 
with the gaudy colors nd 
smells, know nothing else._ They · 
have always been gypsies, or 
outsiders who are involved only 
with each other. They have gone 
into our supermarkets, bars, gas 
stations_ and clothing stores; but 
only to take from them what 
they need so to continue on. As 
I walk~d away after the late 
performance, I hollered "good 
luck!" The ring master ran after 
me and scolded, "Don't say 
that ... .in our business, you learn 
to say 'break a leg". 
:., 
-MELECH ' t: ~.: 
' . 
-;--,• ... 
., > -- ,_ --~ --: ··.__: .... ~ ,_' 
Liv~g "~n~::·Learning. ~e~t~- ~ .. ~~- 1 
·-- -- 1~ ' ~ • ..>,._ ,... --·.: __ , --.. • : l. - • ~ ... ' ,: ... 
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. ·THI N:~ID FOR-. A LIVING AND LEARNING CENTER ON· CAMP"$ . 
_. , ··By Bob "Hale 
The~center for IndiVidual and 
Intei:tlisciplfoiry studies is now 
inviting"'ideas for courses to .be 
offered hi. the spring semester of 
1974; 'On'e of the biggest and 
most. comprehensive projects in 
the jurisdiction of ens is the 
LivinS::Lea.rniiig Ceriter · at 
Landon Hall Otherwise_ known 
as the. «Liye and Learn Dorm" 
the center is · an .experimental 
program aimed at improving tlie 
social atmosphere and · the 
educational .~lunate as well as, 
event'-uany·, ·the physical 
environ.ment of the full time 
student here at Ithaca College.; 
A· series of a~cles exploring 
tliis : ··p'h~no'ixierio~ "will ·ap1,~r .. 
over the -nextiew weeks in The 
Ithacan~· : Tlie need: for· a 
Liviilg~Learning , Q_orm; it's 
theory and history, the plan for' 
Ithaca College;;, 1d tlie relJ.litY of . 
t!P: t-crm as it" i!. will be explored 
in coming issues. .Sqine good 
human. interest stotjes, opini~>ns · 
of peo_ple ~working inside and 
without the program, and plenty. 
'of ]uicy gossip wilr also' be 
revealed. 
Part I 
T -h e N .e e d f o r a 
Living-Leaming Center. 
bit one: stating the problem. 
The tradition in American 
colleges and universities has been 
MEDITATION AL 
·MEETING 
By Carl Stone natural, effortless and easily 
· for .. ra·culty tci take n~. · deficiency in the-,quali~y of life 
resporisiQ.ility_ for the dormitory ·'r at· LC. Because a far . greater 
life -of · s·tudents· and · for.· ·pn;>portion of the students' time 
administration to concern itself 'is spent in the dormitory than in 
very little -W!th this matter. A · class or any other single activity 
departnientexists to administrate of college life. . 
housing which does· not overlap Description 
with any other department of Conventional dorm life is a 
the school. Indeed many state matter of roommates and beer 
colleges must serve commuting, parties. That's an indication of 
part-time, and resident students the depth of the experience. 
with the sanie eciucation so t'hat Noise, loud music during study 
room and board provided by the hours, knowing only a few 
college are a mere convenience neighboring students, faflure of 
which · the student would some to clean up after 
otherwise have to take care of themselves, anonymous damages 
himself. This is not the case with to school property which never 
Ithaca College, and the fact that seem to get fixed lead to a 
.distinctions remain between steady ~ecline in the quality of 
··home (or the place where I eat, living. - . 
sleep, play, study, socialize, etc.) Many abuses or annoyances 
. and school (or the place where I go uncorrected because students' 
am taught) deprives Ithaca sense of impotence leaves them 
students of many advantages of with little alternative but to 
college life. move away from a problem or to 
"Serious problems of spend as little time in the dorm 
alienation exist in our dorms," as possible. Peer regulation is not 
says English Prof. David ,enough to govern and counsel a 
Gooding:. "It's a hostile way to larger group bf students. 
live." This declaration, and the Constructive and friendly adult 
fact that it is generally accepted direction is lacking. No adult is 
without protest represerits a truly a member of that dorm 
. . . , 
and therefore cannot truly 
understand what it needs. 
~arge . numbers of students 
who' can afford to, go home on 
wee.kends. Hence the cliche, 
"The cam pus-is really dead." 
Students go to classes and see 
few people from their classes 
outside of. · class. They rarely 
meet to talk over a given subject 
outside of class. They go away, 
do a minimum of homework and 
leave the class behind. The result 
is that students are taking only 
what is given in college whithout: 
being stimulated to think. 
Pro,fessors, who have 
mandatory attendance at all 
class meetings, see the 
exceptional student during 
c,ffice hours-but rarely hang out 
at student gathering places, so 
. that out of any large class they 
can scarcely tell who likes their 
subject and who doesn't until 
the semester is over. 
From what was. until this 
year, a specified on-campus 
residential college, we have had a 
definite morass between the 
academic and the residential 
sides of Ithaca College. 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8 The Ithaca College chapter of 
the Students' International 
Meditation Society will be 
having an introductory lecture 
on the :techniq-ue· ·of 
Transcendental Meditation as 
taught by Maharishi Mahesh 
Yogi. The lecture will be Wed., 
October 3rd, at 8 PM in Science 
202 and is free and open to. all 
interested.: · 
, learned by -anyone. Meditators 
report that due to the deep rest . 
and the increasing wakefulness 
provided by T.M. they have 
witnessed profpund benefits in 
their lives - more energy, ·1ess 
stress & tension, greater learning 
ability: and improved 
· relationships with family ·and 
friends. In the Company 
Transcendental Meditation, is 
not a religion,· cult, way of life, 
or a philosophy. The technique 
of T.M: is a simple mental 
technique to become physically 
more·· ·rested; 'm~tally 'more, 
alert,· and to. develop the full 
potential of the individual: 
Recent physiological, 
sociological, and psychological 
research findings· will be 
discu~ed at the lecture. Many 
prominent institutions have~ 
done research on Transcendental 
Meditation. Probably the most 
widely known ·research was done 
by Drs. R.K.· Wallace and H. 
BeMon, which · appeared in 
Scie.ntific American (Feb. '72). 
They · found that people 
practising ·T.M. anywhere (rom 2 
In a Yale Alumni Magazine 
(Feb. '72) Sam Suffern, biology 
instructor ' (meditating 13 
month.s.) characterized his 
experience: . 
'There's been a quantum 
increase in the quality of my life 
since I ·stuted meditating. I feel 
that the clarity of my thinking,' 
the . enthusiasm with . which I 
approach my work, the amount 
of myself that 'I ·can give to my 
students and eve'ryone I interact 
with, all have increased many 
times: Even·my co-workers say 
they don't understand how I can 
be so calm. And· it's all due to 
meditatfon. Before I started TM, 
I was totally depressed - · I was 
thinking of dropping out, just 
disappearing into ·the woods." 
weeks ,to 2-years experienced To learn Transcendental 
profound physiological changes. Meditation is very · simple; ·a 
The "'metabolism redu.ced on an course of instruction involves 
average .of 16_% - twice that of fbur two hour sessions. After· the 
the deepest point of sleep - yet {nitial course it is a do-it-yourself 
the mind remained fully awake. program. For those who wish 
Scientists are now referring to there are weekly advanced 
the e x·p e·r i enc e du r i-ng lectures.· and personal checking 
Transcendental ·Meditation as ,,.a of the meditation . by . qualified 
restful ale~ne~. ·instructor of Transcendental 
Many are "'very interested in -·-Meditatibn. 
these findings . because the .. : 71<:onncire information call Jon 
techni<1ue _of T.M. is very simofe. · ~evy at -564-3618 .. 
Some people hear about the 
possibility of experiencing what 
God is and say "Far-out! I )llUSt 
have that experience!", and they 
go after it and get it. Others have 
questioning minds and ask 
"Why? Why· do I . need to . 
experience God? What good will 
it do me?" . 
For answers come age-old 
e n d 1 e s s 1 ,y r e p e a t e d 
phrases-peace, love, joy, bliss, 
ad infinitum. So many groups, 
so many things will say that they 
can show you these things. 
Words can be said by anyone. 
There is no power in words, no 
experience in words. It is what 
lies in back of the words that 
counts. 
ls this Light "they" talk 
about a true thing? l_s this 
Knowledge fact, or · not? We 
cannot know. for sure just by 
r 
\, 
listening to a person and 
believing in what he says. There 
is no good in that for us. It is of 
no benefit to us. The only way 
to check out whetherwhat they 
say is true, is to get that 
experience. Then we can 
determine. whether they are 
joking OT not. If they are, we 
should drop it. If not, we can 
begin. receiving benefit 'fr6n1 it. 
Perhaps there are other ways, 
I don't really know. We could 
spend our whole lives checking 
out all the .different peace 
promises. But l do know Satguru 
Maharaj Ji has through · His 
Kn.owledge brought me peace. I 
know no one needs to look any 
further fur peace; that Guru 
Maharaj Ji is freely revealing 
peace right now. Sa :what is 
there to do but tell pe.ople that'? 
So it should not be taken for 
granted that what is said is true, 
· Of 
Truth 
that this Knowledge gives peace. 
Many people say that they can 
show the way to peace. Why not 
them? Why can't they? 
I, for one, don't truly know. 
Perhaps they can. By all means. 
if you- think they can, you 
should check them out. But 
peace 'should be had. Peace we 
alt want'. And peace is a real 
thing. Even 'i-n· this crazy world, 
the re are people who are 
experiencing what peace is, 
peace in the mind. 
That world rieeds that peace. 
People make the world what it 
is. 1 f we are crazy. then the 
whole world is crazy. If we are 
at peace, then the whole world is 
at peace. So if some people are 
.at peace, they should tell the 
world that. If they know a way 
that all people can get peace, 
what a service to mankind to tell 
them that. 
SENl·@·R· CLASS PR,ESIDENT DISCUSSES 
· - with the new director of Career Plans, Joy Evans, P. ·L-· ...A'. NS to- .try to bring the senior· class the. be$t career 
· information possible. I .encourage all s1.:ni.ors ~o 
drop by the Career Plans Offrc~~n _the.third.floor 
I'd like to taic~. tltis· opportuni~ to introdu<:_e of Egbert Uriion, and meet the people there. TJ.tey 
myself to· those of you who do not know me. I am- can direct you towards the best resources.a_vailable 
Robin Kalik,- your senior cl~ president. J am sure for graduate schools and a wide variety_ ~f ca.reers. 
,<tl'iH--,m,,iny people. are .wonde~g what is in store Right now it is imperative that tho~e. of us 
1 for us in thiffinal year at J.C. and that is the topic planning to get jobs or go_ on .to gni.d school, get 
1 l will now discuss: I want' everyone·to be aware of started setting up a personal file of resum~ and 
the opportJ1.$es.and a~tiv:itieS. lhat" our·e.xecutive evaluations with the Career Office. Most,impoitant 
boan;t ·is plaruung,;.~hich does n~t·.only consist of is that all students Who would like to Participate in 
parties,, but. "als6.~0f, hopefully· h~lping ])Ian· our '-- interviews on campus must .have an interview 
futures, io some degree. . .. , . ·"·' _: _ : . credential form on file in the Career Plans 'Office 
F:irsf of· aiLwe: ,11ave :scheduled a "200 days" _.: ·in order to obtain an interview. There .. is··.a 
Party)or;the··i-otli-iof.'.N.ovember. Details are:riot .1 >: continuous flow of new information on hand in 
defmite;i(tli~_present'tline,'but it ptoJhisesto be a·:'..:·:: ··tlie Careers section of the library on the second 
&reat_ ~e· for·aJJ~· ~· a first-chance.for alt ofus to ·, floor. . , . . . . ' . . . 
&et tog~t1.~fr. There·will also:be a.''100 days" party,... At the moment, there are already three career 
and "'50~ .. ·r · · seminars set up for this fall: ·The' first one 'is ~is 
b' !'.: .·a···,, Y!!-,. p~ .. ~!lch O tb~m.haying a,li,ttle .. -: - we-ek, on Law_school admissions. The second asin' · it diff~qffDrmal.from:-the·p~ceding one.··. . . · · 
A~~-l-,'ha · ·· 1r ·· · .. -··.tkin .. ~I · · - October entitled·· "Strategies For The Job 
-}ii~t:t;~lf ·1:Jii,il}iL:. ::~_;:J;~~:-,,,i •• _ .·, .. 2,;,.. ..::.~:-.... ;c •... ·• ·6; .. · --· -· .· ~ · 
Search." Further details can be obtained from the 
Career.,Plans Office and the Career bulletin boards 
located in the Union and the library. Please feel 
free to contact either myself or Career Plans 
directly 'if there are any suggestions for future 
seminars or any questions you would like 
answered. 
Senior pictures will be taken around the 1"5th of 
October for those who did not have them taken in 
the ·spring., Further inform<!tion will be 
forthcoming. Anyone who did not receive a senior 
ac.tivity sticker is re111inded that they are necessary 
.to .get .into any senior .function. They may be 
obtained from me personally. 
. Finally, if there are any suggestions about plan_s 
. for the senior cJa~ we are very interested in any 
input .of ideas. Feel. free to contact any of us. 
. Robin Kalik - Pres. 
Peter Weglinski - V .P. 
Ellen Weiss - Sec. 
David Sehwartz--!freas. 
l.' \ ... ,, \, 
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Editorial 
~-
,L!V ING TOGETHER; 
GROWING AS ·oNE: 
Dorm 6 ha·s been named the campus's Living 
and Learning Center. One might conceive the 
theory behind it as being one that combines the 
classroom disciplines with the knowledge learned 
from everyday living expenences. This is far from 
the actual theory that the center seems to be based 
on. It seems to be one of breaking down the 
barrier between the classroom and what goes on 
after leaving the classroom. We suppose that 
anyone could say that in theory, all of education is 
a learning and living experience. The question 
arises; should the livin_g experience become more 
important to an individual than the garnering of 
classroom knowledge? 
An elementary school in Massachusetts has a 
plaque over its doorway which reads "Live to 
Learn / Learn to Live." Many people do live their 
hves stnving to learn as much as possible and many 
of these same people find out' how to live from 
this. Its been said time and time again, "Your 
education is wh.at you make it." It's what you 
choose to absorb and how you choose to apply 
what you've learned. It's a very personal -gain; 
anything learned, in essence, becomes a part of the 
whole intricate organism that is labelled you. The 
classroom . h.as J lot to offer in the line of 
know lcdg..:, through an instructor who 1s 
well-versed ma suhJel:l being, able to spout off not 
only the facts, but some first-hand_ed experiences 
concerning these facts. _ · -. 
It then stands that even tlfe classroom set up is 
based, in some respect, on someone's living. 
experiences. Look at hist~ry, for instance. This 
being true, it would be ·very. easy to see why· a 
person might become inore engrossed with the 
knowledge gained from everyday happenings, 
rather than that of the written page. 
Ithaca College is truly a learning experience 
outside of classroom. There is much to be gained 
from living among one's peer group. This might 
manifest itself in discussions of personal pFoblems, 
campus unrest, social activities, dorm living, 
conflicting lif~ styles on campus, or something as 
insignificantly specific as 30 girls sharing one 
telephone. One's contact with others, in whatever 
form, is a kind of experience. Each person is the 
richer for it, having gained something from it, no 
matter how small or insignificant a thing. 
It then seems plausible, that no matter how 
much one is studying his text books or not 
studying them; he still might be learning a vast 
amount of knowledge just from his· everyday 
contact with others. Which education is the more 
important? Is the application of knowledge the 
true test o'r actually kiiowing? These.questions can 
. only be answered by an individual· for:~iiimself. 
There are no black and white answer for everyone. 
. Yes, each of us came to lthaca College for some 
rea,son; be it to learn some profession or to get 
_awa~ fro!ll Mommy and Daddy. We each in some 
way made the choice to come here. We were in 
command to either choose to come here or be 
talked into coming here. In· the same way the 
cho~ce of just what we plan t<?, learn here·, lies in 
our hands. It can be an· over-all Liberal Arts 
education with all the right courses or it can be a 
more personal education, where' we learn about 
ourselves through others. Each of us has the 
freedom to make the choice of just how ·much the 
academic aspect of Ithaca College is going to rule 
our lives. Sure, we're paying a mint for an 
education, but shouldn't it be one that 
allows us ·to grow as a person as well as one versed 
in each of our particular fields? Ithaca College this 
year has a Living and Learning Center; we should 
applaud the effort to· combine the two But 
shouldn't all of I.C. be a kind of living le~rning 
~e~ter? For, we can only learn through living and 
livmg through learning is a fantastic ideal to strive 
for. Learn, Live and combine the two as they best 
suit your personal needs; for that's what a true 
education should be all about. 
FINANCES 
FRAJ\JKLY SPEAKING .. . . by phil frank 
COMMENT 
INCORRECTLY 
PROPORTIONED 
By Beth Reese 
The cvcnb that took place at the last Student 
Congres~ mcct111g could destroy the future 
contributions by Ithaca College student 
organizations to the college community. 
Clubs on this campus arc dependent on funds 
rece1vt.!c.l trom Student Congress allocations. 
Without money there would he no speakers, no 
Cayugan. or other functions usually performed by 
club~. 
is to be used for SAB functions. Since Student 
Congress has a workable fund of $84,000, their 
request would leave $29,000 for the remainder of 
student run organizations. However, $26,000 is 
relatively fixed for school services and the 
Cayugan, leaving -$3,000 for the more than 30 
recogrt1zcd organizations which arc presently 
requesting funds. 
f1~ The event that stimulated the objections o_f certain campus· organizations was the ·request of 
SAB for fundil)g by Studcn_l Congress.:. This 
organization reasoned a request for $55.000 which 
Can the college community afford to relinquish 
the essential contributions of a well-rounded-
program of student organizations for a one-sided 
schedule of SAB activities? Students are requested 
to voice their opinions Tuesday night, October 2 ' 
at the Stu·dent Congress meeting. ' \T 15 TRUE TUAT r . DfD RECEIVE' . 
To the Editor: 
l'lwse of tis at Ithaca Cotleg<' 
who arc appalled by the 
W_atergatc scandal should not 
forget that a strikingly s11nilar 
and equally sordid outr~ge 
continues to operate on this 
campus: the Mieczkowski Affair. 
And Just as most Americans have 
rightly denounced the 
perpetrators of the Watergate. 
scandal. the members of the LC 
Community should nor hesitate 
to condemn those responsible 
for the Mieczkowski Affair. 
The administration. aided and 
abetted by a coterie of lackeys 
on the H & S Faculty Council, 
have conspired to rid the College 
of Professor Mieczkowski of the 
Economics Department. His 
.. crimc:"""! An unwillingness to fit 
himself into the currently 
fashionable mold demanded of 
•.c. faculty. This heretic was 
therefore a seriou~ threat to the 
security of the College and had 
to be disposed of, even ,if it 
meant making inoperative 
certain legalistic niceties long 
established to protect faculty 
members from unwarranted 
• :.i.. .  ·... ;_ __,_ ___________________ --- --
discharge. With the connivance 
of the Faculty Council, a body 
that already had the 
troublesome professor on its 
Enemies List, the covert 
operation was put into effect. 
(No need, by the way, to burglar 
a psychiatrist ·s office since the 
('ouncil Shrinks judged the prof 
in need of medical help due to 
his irrational refusal to toe the 
party line.) Questions were 
raised. of course. when word 
finally leaked out about the 
affair (some gossipy people just 
can't be shut up). but by that 
time the cover-up had begun. 
Hiding behind such quaint. 
cliches as "Executive (Session) 
Privilege" and "We can't discuss 
the matter while it is being 
adjudicated'", the conspirators 
- sought to stifle 'the natural 
curiosity of acedemic types. 
Moreover.: the faculty ~as urged 
to put the entire affair behind 
them, and turn tci · more 
impor~ant matters. All in all the 
cover-up session resemb,..,11 one 
of President Nixon's recent i:. ress 
conferences (as the minut~~ of 
th'e faculty meeting cle.-l"ly 
indicaw:, incidentally}. -
SOME MARIJUANA .IN ~e MAIL, IN 
fACT I'M BURNING IT NOW~'-~ 
©COLLEGE MEDIA SEAVICES·BOX 9411•BERKELEY. CA.94709 
So where are we today, as ,a 
new term begins? Well, that 
grouch Mieczkowski (with a 
name like that, who could like 
him?) has been ejected from his 
office and denied teaching duties 
even though no faculty 
committee passed on the 
administration's discharge notice 
(which is required before 
·termination can· occur). Will the 
faculty demand exposure of the 
malefactors and require justice 
be granted Mieqzkowski or will 
t'hey, like subservient 
intelligentsia, rewrite the history 
of the past year and exclude- one 
of their own as an Unperson? 
Will the I.C. "plumbers" have 
demonstrated that a Watergate 
can be successful? 
Since· some of those who have 
already sought to defend· Prof. 
Mieczkowski have had to endure 
"official warnings" from the 
Powers-that-Be and because I 
(who ain't no John Dean!) want 
to keep my job, can I ask the 
"Ithacan" (which· hopefully 
cannot be muzzled) to print -my-
name as ....... . 
"Fearfully Anonymous'' 
_, . 
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Excerpts from Reviews 
Billboard "There are Rock groups. There are Jazz 
groups. There are Jazz/Rock groups. And there is 
IF, a band which transcends musical categories ... IF 
is a tour de force of flowing reed-work, 
bone-sh:?ttering guitar and swinging drums. The 
musicians are on a free-swinging plane quite unlike 
other groups." 
Los Angeles Free Pre~ "IF" was put together by 
Dick Morrissey, a reed player whose soprano work 
comes as close to that of John Coltrane as any I 
have heard recently. The other men are superb and 
together are capable of generating a sound that can 
come off as big as Basie at full blast." 
Melody Maker (London) "At a time when musical 
originality is hard to come by, IF is a breath of 
fresh air. Led · by long-time reed ace Dick 
M?1:issey, they combine an exceptional grasp of 
dnvmg rock rhythms with the sort of exciting and 
imaginative solos one has previously associated 
onlY: with the great jazz players ..... In short IF is ;) 
brilliant group." ~ ' 
$500AWARD. 
John White, Dean of the- School of ,Music at Ithaca College, is the 
recipient of a $500 award from the American Society of Composers, 
Authors and Publishers. The annual awards are based on composers' 
activity and the number of significant performances their- music 
receives throughout the country. . 
During 1972-73, Dr. White's newly published music included a 
choral co,mposition, - '~Prayer," set to a t~xt by Solzhenitsyn, 
Russian-born Nobel Prize author, and. "Three Russian Songs for 
Chorus and Wind Ensemole." In addition, Dr. White visited· Mt. 
Union College as a guest ·composer, on which occasion his "Second 
Symphony" ~as performed. 
This marks the ninth consecutive year in which Dr. White has 
received an ASCAP award. 
DEAR ·1.·c .. , . . . _ 
·tHANKS fOR ALt~~;.YoUR lE.1,TE~s,· AND 
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By Mike Tischler 
As I sit here listening to George Benson's Body 
Talk, L find t1 ,at I have grown quite fond of the 
album. All the songs are written for enjoyment by 
lovers of any style of music. 
Mr. Benson and his group, led by an-exciting 
bassist named Ron Carter and a fine drummer 
Jack Dejohnette, play an easy going album of 
improv ation. 
The title song, stands out from the others. 1 t 
moves with a steady bass a'nd drum beat 
underscoring a melodic line performed by Mr. 
Benson on his guitar. The brass is used for 
highlighting, but is never over-used, and does not 
ourshine the m~odic line. 
. The rest of the album is easy to take, although 
m some spots, (i.e., the song) ii can and does gel 
tedious. 
All in all, George Benson's 'Body Talk' put out 
by CTI rec,or~s, i-; definitely worth a trip to the 
record store: 
!· 
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NO MONTHLY PAYMENTS 'TIL JAN. 
"74 when you buy winter tires on 
Firestone Revolving Charge. No i'j' 
interest or handling charges when 
you pay in full on January due date. 
We honor 5 more ways 
ta charge on their credit terms 
• All~pQsition; 3-pattern 
tread delivers all-around 
winter t~action and mileage 
ICE GRIP STUD71· -
AVAILABLE 
(except where 
p,ohibi'.ed by law) ~ 
~1•.iE .• , . 
... ,;.'. 
' Priced 01 1hown or flfe11on• ~lorei Compe!lhvely Phced ot f,re,ton• O.Olen ond 01 all 1en,c• 1tol1on1, d,,ploying the Fire,lone ,ign. 
FIRESTONE STORES 
207 Elmira Rd. 
It haca, N .Y. 
Phone- 272-3092 
Stores 8-8 Mon and Tl_iurs 
8-6 Daily 
-8-3 Saturday 
Another bag -Firestone valgeJ _, , 
24 .. HDUR-ELEGIRIC-"·11MER 
: Turns on .aippiia,nces, lights ... -. 
I ' ' • 
.. : ... 
·, I ·9 . ./ !~ti~~~lrit; ·~ 
.· · ·- .,/ 24-hour ~asy-to=.:ead 
·, · . dial with Da_y...Ni,ht .' 
:· · . I hour periods :.;· ·.' _, a 
· · .'. ijrnit-1 · Y N~ resettin,rTe<Iiiired ; 
·. at this price. 
,' ' .1 
,.:·~·,. ~ditioilal __ . 
:,: -,~.98 ea·ch . 
... ~. : .-·',,, .. ~~- ... ~ . . . 
If we should sell out of this item, we'll give you 11 • ·. ·. 
"raincheck" _assuring later delivery at the a~.ver~i~ed, Pf~ce. 
----·-. -. .. . .  . 
, :.' : • _ c •• ' , 'I ', • 
.:- V '; :: . / ,. :;,,"~·-~ :, v ,. , ;..'.' , • ~ .. • . .,,.· .. -'~ ~·', ;.,_.:,' 
,,'~ : ;, , ' ,., :~.<"·~. ,:, -:., :_p,::·I/·7-:W-:. . ;.. •· · ··: ~·;.:··:,.; :,, .:~ ,,,,:_,.:.,., ;::~::~·r :J.:.~ 
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-~:eo~otATi(i 
HELD 
, A c.onvocation honorin 
· .Music School students was hehi 
·at i thaca · ~Hege_ -: '};ti.day 
afternoon,: ·Sept. 7, ·under the 
auspices of_ Pi Kappa Lambda 
nati~a:~' h_onc;,rary-music society 
Ai}~ieve-m.en t awards for 
performance- - and scholarship 
· were presented by Dr. Mary 
Arlin, president -of the society, 
to se.~iors Marilyn Booth and 
Jack Greenhouse. 
..._ College ~resident, Ellis L 
: Phillips-; ,Jr.,_ spoke of th 
institution's pride in the musi 
: .program and introduced to th 
! · ~semb_!y' the ne~ly appointe 
dean of the School of Music 
-- ·"John D. White. In his firs, 
addr~ss to the~ students an 
faculty of the school, Dea 
White, recognizing the essent1a 
roles of th\! composer, historian 
musicologist, theorist an 
teacher, stressed the importanc 
of the ·performance of music. II 
cited the environment at Ithac 
College as particularly conduc1v 
to good musical performance. 
He introc.juced three n~ 
faculty members: Charle 
McCullough, instructor in piano 
Miss Jennie Hansen and Donal· 
Croker, specialists ·in viola an 
music history, respectively. 
Commenting on directions th 
school might conceivably take 1 
the future, Dean Whit 
mentioned_ the possibility of a 
opera program, addition· 
. advanced degrees in compositio 
and music therapy, his hope fo 
a resident faculty string quarte' 
establishment of an endowe 
chair of music. 
"I believe," said Dean Whit 
in summation, "that it , 
possible for us in the years ahca 
to establish a reputation for th 
School of Music that will rank 
among the top -ten schools 
music in the ~a~ion:' 
CONTINUEDFROMPAGEi 
Out of this well known 
. traditional state of affairs, cam 
a proposal (by Starrf:}avis fn h1 
memorandum of June 30, 1971 
for a possible solution to som 
of the problems of resii:lent1 
life as-applied to Ithaca Colleg, 
T~ quote from his report, "Tl1 
attempt must be to so ,9rgani1. 
the dormitories that not. on!i 
the peer group influenc 
operates, but ·the man; 
educational influences that ar 
available to the community ah 
have a chance to operate.· 'TII1 
means that· facult~ 
administration, and studeni 
must work together within th 
dormitory to influence : it i 
soi:nehow make the years' spen 
_ there -:- .. more important, :mor 
· productive, more influent1 
than a ·similar set of four yea 
- spent-in any oth~r way." . 
N ·e x t w e e k : T ll 
,Ex-periment-A 
: :cente"r. 
- I •• .J. 
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lthacari's -/ ORAL ROBBER'S INTERVIEW 
"We Rob from the Verbose, and Give to t~e W ~ak of Mind" 
. -MALLORY 
"I love cooking for people. 
That's part of the .Greek in 
everyone. " 
"Students are often just driving 
by my house and see lights 011. I 
always alert them to feel free to 
drop in." 
Its all Greek to us! 
-GUS PER'IALIS: A VICE PRESIDENT 
WITH AN INTERESTING BACK&ROUND 
By Stealah F. Sackotz 
ITH: We know vour name Gus. What's your 
official title? 
GUS: The title is Vice-President of Student and 
Campus Affairs. 
ITH: Impressive. You must be facedwith alot of 
interesting affairs. Is one of the requirements of 
your position a certain amount of diplomacy? 
GUS: I never possessed the trait. 
1TH: We;ve heard rum-ours to the effect that 
you-were once studying to be a priest? 
GUS: That's true--at the Brdflkline Seminary in 
Mass. I was there for six long years. 
1TH: What made you decide not to become a 
full-time clergyman? 
GUS: By chance I got into teaching, and I 
enjoyed it very much. l don't know whether I'd 
have enjoyed the clergy or not. I enjoy teaching. 
And why, I ask you, why give up something you 
enjoy for an unknown? 
1TH: Well, it makes sense to see someone with a 
background in clerical studies get into teaching. I 
think they go hand in haJJd. · 
GUS: Clergy are teac;hers, in their own way. If 
you're going to be an effective clergyman, you're 
not merely an organizer-a -fund-raiser for the 
church. You're supposed to be teaching the 
principles of the church-that should be the 
common interest of all clergymen. Christ is known 
as a teacher. Moses was also known as a teacher. 
. l!H: Yes I think he was on the faculty at Mt 
Sinai. 
GUS: l didn't know-that. 
1TH: I Guru Maharaj Ji a teacher? He isn't even 
old enough to get into the Salty Dog? 
FIRST 
ASSEMBLY 
OF GOD 
Charismatic 
520. West Seneca St. 
-. - ' ' 
."'"'.°WE PREACH CHRIST 
-. -FOR EVER.Y.CRISIS 
SU~J}AY'-. 
9.;45. SUNDAY SCHOOL , 
Ii:OOAM. WORSHI~ 
_ -}/~~~: ·-~'V ~NGE~IS!IC ·_ 
. ·_ .. 'VISlt.ORS·WELCOME,- ' : 
PH -~·/ ·-:.:.~--~~~. ::,:- . . . ~ 
GUS: You have to decide for yourself. I~ terms 
of religion, the most important thing you should 
be teaching to your parishoners 1s how they might 
better understand their relationships with their 
fellow humans (within the context of their 
religion, of course.) 
ITH: What age group have you found to be 
most interesting to work with? 
GUS: I prefer working on the college level; but 
that's not to say my experience as a high school 
teacher wasn't a rewarding one, 
ITH: When and how did you first get into· 
teaching? 
GUS: I got into teaching while I was a graduate 
student at · Syracuse. I ran out of money, so I 
couldn't go back one semester, I didn't know what 
I was going to do to make enough money to go 
back (I didn't have State certification to teach) 
Regardless of that fact, however, I called the local 
Boared of Education to see if they needed an 
English teacher. They told me no; but the next 
morning I got a call from them-they asked me if I 
was still interested in teaching. l said yes. They 
told me I was hired to teach English, It just so 
happened that a teacher quit on them the day 
before, So even though ( wasn't certified I got the 
job-and lived happily ever after. 
ITH: How did you get from Brookline Seminary 
to Syracuse Grad School? 
GUS: After I finished Brookline, I went to 
Fordham-I was in a program working on 
educational administration. -At the time I was very 
interested in parochial schools, so I thought the 
Catholics were the ones to learn from. After a few 
years under the Jesuits at • Fordham, I was 
motivated to study theistic philosophy-so then I 
was off to Syracuse as a student in a 
predominately agnostic philosophy department. 
:Jonigtf " 
IlEGANCE IN 
ITALIAN 
FOOD · SERVICE · DECOR 
GUS: They tned. 
ITH: And did they succeed'! 
GUS: No. One professor cited my defense of a 
trad~ional theistic concept as being thouroughly 
ridiculous and immature. 1 stayed in his class; but 
his narrciw-miridedncss stiffened my back to 
changing my beliefs. 
ITH: Gus, you're a busy man, aren't you'! 
GUS: There's no denying that; but I love what 
I'm doing. 
1TH: Between your job counselling students, all 
the committees you sit on, and the work you do 
on the outside related to the school, do you ever 
gd a spare moment? 
GUS: I get a bit. Somctunes I come up 
· AT NIGHT AND SEE WHAT's happening. 
ITH: Do you ever get a chance to get away'? 
GUS: Sure-this summer I went to Greece; 
Athens, Sparta; Mykonos--1! was incredible 
ITH: I've heard of Greece. 
GUS: You have had a liveral educat10n 
1TH: Thank you, Gus. What arc somt: other 
things you do with your spare time? 
GUS: I love to cook, but l hate walung pots and 
pans. I love company and I love to prepare great 
feasts. Part of my Greek heritage. 
ITH: Sounds great. I'm oft the meal plan this 
R---HOW's about an old-fashioned meal like your 
mother used to cook'/ 
GUS: Students very often drop m---they're~ust 
dnvmg past the house, see the lights on. and stop 
in for some conversation or a beer. or both. -
ITH: What's your address'! 
GUS: 324 Coddington Road. 
!TH: Thank you, Gus. 
GUS: Thank you. 
COOK-GAUNTLm 
TRAVB. 
• ~ 
*INDiVIDUAL & GROUP TRAVEL' 
*EXCLUSIV~ ~5iENTS FQR S.0.F -~··,·. 
*INTRA-EUROUEAN FLIGHTS & TOURS 
207 N. AURORA ST. ITH~CA, N.Y. · 
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MUMBO ·JUMBO'S 
GONNA ·oncHA 
I 
I 
.. 
By R. Hood Movies 'living ··-
- ._. 4 
Mumbo Jumbo, Ishmael Reed, Bantam, $I.SO, 
2S6 pp. 
"The earliest ragtime songs, like Topsy, 'jes' 
grew." 
Ever since thousands ands thousands of years 
ago the Jes' ·Grew has been gro:wing-on-up and 
working-it-on-out; jumping up. and dying down 1 
there, then over th~re, then .... The first recorded _ 
( by I Reed J occurrence was the longest enduring 
a~<l effected the highest population percentage. 
1 hat was way aback in Egypt under Osiris, when 
everybody danced the goodness a Ia goddess as 
taught by Osiris. He was head poobah and put it 
down with his (1Ueenly- Isis, the Black Bull 
Baphomet, and the l-lully Gullying peasants. All 
the basil; dances (leaving room for improvisation 
and c.halcct) were set down in the Book of Thoth. 
But Set, brother to his own wife and Osin , was 
Jealous, could and/or would not dance and did 
Osins the dirt, thus fully realizing hims~lf as the 
first of the Atonists, those who have shut their 
nature out of themselves. 
These are the roots, the heritage of the epidemic.: 
of buggy-hoogy-woogy and related sinnmgs that 
set the country to fever m the soaring twenties. 
Tjlat's why bl.1cks, kin, and copaceti<:s were struck 
with glossolalia and dani:ing fever, or had their 
souls possessed hy musics or ancient loas. All of a 
~udJen there wa~ the Jes' Grew and they was all 
up and dancing, singing mumbo jumbo rhymes 
With na ughl for reason nor sense. But the town 
fathers, white, stiff, starched, and Atonists all, 
attempt to quell the insurrectional inspirations by 
calling them hysteri!,l, schizophrenia~ and· other 
psychiatric labels and· then outlawing dancing and 
waging the undeclared 1914-1934 Haitian war. 
The Templar Knights and the Order of the 
Wallflower arc both roused to arms to cripple this 
tootloosc pandemic. And so battle is joined in 
RccJ's fine novel, a novel with which only om.~ 
complaint may he lodged. That is that Reed's style 
con la ins conversation only awkwardly; no 
quotation marh, all numhcrs either spoken or 
non-vcrhal arc 111 numeric ideograms, and no 
accents or speei:hisms arc indicated. Nevertheless, 
Mumbo Jumbo 1s a novel about· mon: than sinful 
hlack musk that will reach more than just blacks. 
And when it rcachr.::; you it's gonn.i reach out and 
stah Y<>LI in your very vittals, then it's gonna twist 
then it 'II chuckle you under your skin. · ' 
FFW\IKLY SPEAKING .... by ghil frank -
• I AG REE 'rbu,t HONOR - /t>AR I JUA~A 
It; -A DANG,c,....)l)S DRUG. '(OU ~UlD 
<,ST ICU.LED GefflAJG AflRSTSV I.UtJY IT!' 
©COLLEGE MEDIA $S:A\/l/"'CC.D'))( 9411•8ERKEU:Y. CA.94709 
_ 20 IS. Ti.o~a St. 
Ithaca, N·.Y: 
272-8262 .. 
., 
Now~t_a¢s. 
and ft:ecords 
• - __ J ... 
• in- ·fhi---
-Material World 
lb Steve Swartz 
Siddhartha, the Herman Hesse story ·of a 
life-long search for meaning and truth, has 'come to 
the screen under the direction of Conrad Rooks. 
Rooks has created a delicate·i highly stylistic film: 
set in and filmed entirely in India, Siddhartha is a 
story of timeless dimensions- of questions that 
are as pertinent in the Bombay of 2500 years ago 
as they are on the South Hill of today. 
The film begins with Siddhartha, in his early 
twenties, expressing his existential dilemma to his 
friend Govinda. Sid, upset over the sameness of 
life in his father's house, convinces Govinda that 
they must leave- that the answer to life lies 
outside the dull routine of life along, the Ganges. 
I For three years the men travel with a·group of · 
priests, or sadhus, who believe that the 
incongruencies of life in _the material world lies in 
the supreme dedication to the spiritual. Govinda is 
willing to take the vows .ind become a sadhu, but 
Sid, weary of the travelling and unable to see how 
the teachings of· Buddha can quiet his soul, leaves 
the priests and re-enters the material worlc!_. 
On his way back to the city, Sid, penniless and 
dressed only in a simple robe, must cross .a river: A 
boatman takes him across, charging him nothing. 
The river teaches you, · the boatman asserts; it 
teaches you what is important. In its eternal ebb 
and tide, it teaches you about life. (i.e., you don't 
charge a penniless man anything to cross y 
river) 
lJack in the secular world, .. Sid continue, 
quest for a meaning to life. He meets and falls 
.love with Kamala, an exquisite noble woman. , 
cbnfesses his-willingness to be her pupil in the 
. of lovemaking (an approach they· don't discu11 
The Sensuous Man) Kamala takes him on as 
. student, finds him a job, and Sid quickly beco. 
successful in both pursuits. But his years of st . 
under the sadhus never leaves him. The opuk 
of his new life, the grandeur of his house, his t.1 
his physical love, eventually over-whelm him. , 
he leaves. 
!n the end, Sid returns to the river and · 
boatman that had helped him across years bet 
In the simple constantcy of the boatman's v. o 
Sid finds fulfillment. He stays on the river-tak 
over· for the old man--ferrying people ba_ck J 
forth, day in and :lay out. _ · 
The film is, purposely, slow and method, 
Didactic throughout, every corner turning u 
new philosophy and its exponent, the film esc~ 
becoming an unbearably heavy moral tale throu 
the vibrancy of Sid's search for truth. Sha 
Kapoor as Sid carries the burden of the lifelc 
search very effectively; and Simi Garawal. 
Kamala, carries the· burden of. Sid's search for I 
with patience and just the-right touch of noble 
oblige. -
Siddhartha is currently playing at the St 
Theater, in downtown Ithaca. 
DOWNTOWN· SHO"W 
PEA.TURES 
UNIQUE ETCHINGS-
By Karen Sperling 
s·eing featured presently in Gallery 121 
downtown is a one-wo_man show by Katherine 
Kadish. Born in Pittsburgh, Ms. Kadish now resides 
in Binghamton, where she has had many showings 
of her works. She had also received numerous 
awards in the past few years and has had some 
etchings published in a journal. 
When working with charcoal, conte crayon and 
pencil, Ms. Kadish's art is reminiscent of 
impressionism in its blurring of detail and 
suppression of line, creating dream-like forms. Soft 
featured women, not unlike those of Renoir, are 
found in the collection of 20 works. Her ~tchings 
make greater use of line than her charcoals, while 
retaining the same dream-like quality. 
Much different from the depiction of care-free 
times in Impressionistic art however, is Ms. 
Kadish 's rendering of human- pain in her works. An 
exciting eeriness is emitted due to facial features, 
being the culmination of a distrnss beginning deep 
within the souls of her subjects. A tragic face is 
seen. but through the eJfective manipulation of 
shading. the viewer can feel t4e emotions which 
caused this distressed.countenance. · '· · 
A mastery of fc;irin and : spacial relationships 
makes Ms. Kadish's art truly bet -own. Woman 
Sleeping is a pencil drawing in which the top ¾ of 
the paper is completely empty of form. This space 
takes on a quality of omnipresen_~e, beari,ng·-?own 
·. ~ .. ~ 
on t_ht: sleeping woman, causing µer pai 
expre_SSiorl. And she is pained,. from her sligh 
twiste~ facial. features down througl,I., 
oppressively weighted body. It is a -complc 
impactive portrayal, though only ¼ of the w h 
picture is "filled". 
This method :of employing "oppressive spa 
can also be seen in Two Robed Figures, 'ailot 
pencil_ work. In this drawing, the already morbi 
construed facial structures are given meaning 
the wide space extending vertically through 
center of the paper. This "nothingness~··, as 
Woman Sleeping; becomes a SOil!.ething, a 'prese 
which is the cause of despair i!l the works.: ,,.; 
M~. Kadish ·is adept at creating the ··differ 
from the typical. -The viewer sees a retlectidn o 
beach through the -Beach Figure's :suitglas 
b,lthough an etching is entitled Girl 011·a)licy 
. the viewer sees mostly a girl with oruy·a ·small 
of a handle bar peaking up (rom .the .low~r I 
hand comer .,f the work. What could ·be 
overused subjecC-woman with a . Pear -~hows 
woman in an almost ethereal pursual o( an 'aius 
fruit. ·. - · I:· · ' · - ·- ' 
Katherine Kadish's. show is a ,well-round 
. exhibition of a talented .artist at home in 
medium. The _-showing, wtuch lasts uritii.ucto 
20th, should not be IJ)issed, as it is one of e·xcill 
material and ex ert rendition. . - ~ . -
; .· ~. .. 
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NEW APPOINTMENTS 
ivis10n of Communications Director John E. Keshishoglou has 
nnounced the appointment of five new faculty members. Saundra 
ybels-; who .. obtained her dodorate at the University of Michigan, 
nd Dana Ulloth, who completed doctoral studies at the University '. 
f Missouri are serving as assistant professors in the Radio-Television 
epartment. Miss Hybels comes to Ithaca after a four-year assistant 
rofessorship at Jackson State College in Mississippi; Ullo th last 
· ught as an assistant professor at Andrews Uniyersity in Michigan. 
n assistant professor in the Department of Cinema Studies an_d Still 
hotography, William Storrer comes to Ithaca from Southampton 
ollege in Southampton, New York, where he taught theatre and 
Im for four years. Storrer obtained his· doctorate at Ohio 
niversity. The Educational Development Department has a new 
sociat~ :professor. Palmer Dyer comes to Ithaca College after two 
ears as director· of Educational Media at Ohio University. Dyer 
mJ!f~ti!d·~doctcira1 work' at>.·T~ple University. ~G.raphic artist R. 
artffl-Schnock is the newest· member of Ithaca's Instructional 
csources Center. Schnock served as a visiting lecturer at Cornell 
niversity from 1971 to 1972. He taught for a year at Purdue 
niversity. 
FORENSICS ASSOCIATION 
embers of the Ithaca College Forensics Association and their 
visor traveled to Brockport State Univ. tlus past weekend for a 
YS Forensic Assoc. workshop. Those att~nding were Jane 
uddington, Jeff Lewis, Wendy Oschmann, William Shayne, Jeanne 
taples and advisor, Franklin Sharp. 
he Forensics Club is active in many on and off campus activities 
hich offer competition and experience , in debate, · oral 
terpretation, and a wide range of public spel!,king situations. Those 
ming for a career in law; politics or teaching would particularly 
enefit from the opportunitie~ Forensics ~rovides. 
embership is o·pen·to all LC. students and meetings are held each 
hurs. ev_~ning at 7:30 in A-43 of the P.A. building. Anyone 
terested in more information should contact Jeanne Staples at 
dn. Apt. 26-1-2 or call 272-1365. 
LC.MEETS CORTLAND 
e Ithaca College Bombers move into battle with rival Cortland 
ate-on Homecoming Weekend with an even, one and one record. 
me time is 2:QO p.m.; t:ie· listening as Nick Nickson, Rick Weltz, 
d Mike_ Digaetano ..describe all the action over WICB AM/FM. 
eluded ,will lie a ~alftime· show, - interviews after the game and a 
st-game wrap-up·featuring the important plays of the day.~ 
TJ:iur.iday", "Inside 'Line" will feature $eVeral.of the varsity players 
Plaining.why th~ Bombers lost to Juariiata last Saturday and will 
telling what they look forw_ard to this week. "Inside Line" invites 
e listeners to call in and make· comments or ask questions. The 
If-hour: free-form discussion is heard on WICB AM/FM each 
ur_s-d_a,.y_. evenin·g a( 9 :00. · 
·-·'" 
scirnD,ULE CHANGE 
s e Bridgeport_ football game at Bridgeport, Conn. has been_ 
cheduled for Oc~. 27-a-t 2:00. It was originally scheduled for Oct 
at 7:45. · 
:t/Utpture 
- -: .. tije,.,~irp~:·· ... ~hop_ · -·.~ 
_.. _ .-:·:. _Qow~TO.WN ·. .' .. · .__ . 
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McCarroll Gains Experience in Maine 
By Marc Shaeffer 
When most of us were 11 years old, we'd spend 
sunny days going rollerskating, fishing, swimming 
or setting up a lemonade concession on our front 
walk. When Earl McCarroll of !C's drama faculty 
was 11 , he was already directing and starring in a 
neighborhood production of Julius Caesar. 
"I~ front of the garage, I taught my sister 
Calpurnia's speech by rote, because she hadn't 
learned to read yet," Dr. Mccarroll reminisced.He 
became fascinated by the world and life of Julius 
Caesar after reading the pictorial adaptation of the 
play in Classics lllustrated comic books. 
Dr. McCarrnll's productions have since moved 
to larger stages and acclaimed more success than 
just the applause of his family and a few 
neighborhood buddies. His work has taken him to 
Vermont, Memphis, Tennessee, and Colorado, 
where he served as director and actor in several 
Shakespearean plays. Dr. McCarroll's production a 
few years ago of an original black play, Caught In 
.The Middle, inspired CBS to adapt it_for television 
as a 90-minute special This summer completed, Dr. 
McCarroll has devoted his acting an<t directing 
talents to a total of 26 of Shakespeare's. works; 
"I never get tired of doing him (Shak~speare). 
It's such rjch material." 
"Most people remember Julius Caesar as a dull, 
dry and boring high school assignment. It's· 
anything but dull. It's really a suspense play up 
through Caesar's murder and after the murder, 
there's a whole new character - Marc Antony - and 
it becomes a whole new play." 
Herb Coursen, distinguished critic for The 
Shakespeare Quarterly, had this to say about Dr. 
McCarroll's production of Julius Caesar this past 
:summer: "Monmouth's Julius Caesar is the most 
brilliantly staged interpretation of that ambiguous 
play I have ever seen." --
Part ·of that brilliant staging was transporting_ 
the audience back to Roman times, through the 
staging of the mob for the mob scenes. 
Marc Antony delivered Caesar's eulogy to 
members of the populous planted in the balcony 
of the theater. During the oration they moved 
down to the back of the orchestra. halfway up to 
the stage and finally onto the stage itself. 
"Antony gave his speech to us. The responses 
came from behind and within the audience. The 
effect was electric and profoundly disturbing, as it 
should be," continues Mr. ('ourscn in his review 
printed in the Maine Times. 
Shakespeare is not this talented director's only 
staple. He' has done Shaw, Moliere and such 
grand-scale musicals such as My Fair Lady, The 
Boy Friend, and The Music Man. 
Dr. Mccarroll thoroughly enjoyed working this 
summer in Maine. "The people there are intelligent 
and very creative. Physically and emotionally 
they're very close to the soil and the sea. Even 
though it's extremely rural, the people arc very 
aware," he commented, remembering less 
favorable cultural climates that he has 
experienced. . 
Dr:McCa~roll was not the only member of IC to 
work in Monmouth, Maine this summer. lie was 
accompanied by 8 students from his department. 
The theater hired 6 men and 2 women as ac.:ting 
apprentices. They were paid $IO a week and 
received room and board. 
"That's a good deal," remarked Dr. McCarroll. 
"Most summer theaters make you pay your own 
room and board and then some, for the privilege 
of working there." 
Paul Gallo, now a senior here, was hired as the 
lighting designer for the Monmouth theater. 
Asked about any significant experience he had 
this summer that he could pass on to the students 
of IC, Dr. McCarroll replied, "Well, I ate a 
four-and-a-half pound lobster." 
· Perhaps the greatest testimonial to Dr. 
McCarroll's methods is his younger sister. He 
explains: "To this day she can still remember 
Calpumia's spcech ... but she can read now." 
RAFFLE??? RAFFLE??? RAFFLE??? 
By Mike Hunt 
Could it possibly be true that 
at a place such as Ithaca College 
where apathy runs so high, a 
studen·t ii: conscientious enough 
to raffle his car off to charity? 
Rumor has it that it is, and if 
true, an S.A. is raffling off his 
ASIATIC 
'72 Red Camaro with a black 
vinyl roof and a tape deck. The 
proceeds are supposedly going to 
th_e ·L. L.0.P. ( Lobby for 
Legalization of the Oldest 
Profession). It is indeed a shame 
that such dedication by a young 
man who is a member of our 
CHINESE - AMERICA~ FOOD 
118 W. State St .. 
new and· larger facility 
to· serve you better 
. cany- out service 
·< .·. :' 
. . ,.·,: 
' .. ' 
· .. 
· . open Tuesd!lY,... 
":thru Sunday -
:· .. ,.! . ' 
growing community is not 
chanclled to legal possibilities of 
fund raising. We feel compelled 
to warn this individual and any 
interested parties that raffles of 
this type are illegal in New York 
State hut commendable 
nonetheless. 
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COMEDY & GOOD "VIBES PR.OMxsE TO MA 
' -
OCTOBER CONCERT HUGE SUCCESS 
Concerts at Ithaca College 
have had their ups and downs 
over the past few years. There 
have been the good, there have 
been the bad, and there have 
been the ugly. Looking back, the 
list looks quite impressive: 
Melanie, Laura Nyro, John 
Mayall, The Paul Butterfield 
Blues Band, . Roberta Flack, 
.,~·· 
" 
D.AVID FRYE 
By Bill Henk 
McKendree Spring, Richie 
Havens, Cheech & Chong ... Not 
bad, huh? Still, the Ithaca 
College community' has 
expressed a general 
disappointment with the talent 
the college pawns off to us 
under the guise of concerts. 
The reason for this lack · of 
concert excitement over the past 
few years, it seems to me, is that 
none of these artists have baa 
CM.A 
the type of mass appeal that' 
such artists (and ltlso recent IC -· 
visitors) as Mountain, Traffic1 
and Procol Harum have had· 
here. Most of the other concerts 
listed, at the time anyway, had 
only a limited appeal to a special 
audience. Now it's nice to appeal 
to different . types of audiences 
at different times, but, the 
smaller the audience appealed. 
to, the greater the numbe_r~ 
dissidents there are going to be. 
Thus recognizing the need to 
appeal to a more diverse 
audience, the Ithaca College 
. Bureau of Concerts is ready to 
announce its first concert of the 
year. Concert 73 and Barry 
Katcher, in association with the· 
IC Bureau of Concerts, will 
present David Frye, Livingston 
Taylor and John Pousette Dart 
in concett on Saturday, Oct-ober 
13, at 8 :00 pm, in the Ben Light 
Gymnasium. 
David Frye, of course, should 
be familiar to all of you as the 
comic master-mimic of the ' 
infamous Milhouse, as well as 
many others. His recorded 
efforts include "I Am The 
President", "Radio Free Nixon", 
"Richard Nixon Superstar" and 
his most recent sidesplitter on 
Watergate. 
Livingston Taylor is, 
unfortunately, perhaps best 
known as the younger brother of 
James. As such, much of his 
career to date has been spent in 
the shadow of his older brother's 
rising fame and· popularity. 
Many people are under the 
distinct impression that it was 
James' fame that generated the 
careers of Liv and others in his 
family. It is not generally 
known, that Livingston had 
launched his own solo career 
long before James' first Ip ever 
caught on in this country. 
Livingston has been playing 
professionally since 1968 
initially making the rounds of 
the Boston folk-club circuit. 
With the help of Jon Landau 
now his producer, Liv eventually 
came into contact with Phil 
Walden, a well-known Southern 
manager and promoter. Walden, 
having just founded Capricorn 
Records, was sufficiently 
enthused to sign Liv as his first 
artist. Liv's two lps for the label 
have been well received 
critically, although many of you 
may be most familiar with hh 
recording of "Carolina Day". 
Liv's third Ip is due out soon, 
and, with any luck, should 
finally bring him the. recognition 
he deserves as a major artist and 
talent in his own right. 
Together, David Frye and 
· Livingston Taylor should attract 
a wide and diverse audience. 
Tickets are now on sale for 
$3.50 to IC students ($2.50 for 
the first thousand) at Egbert 
Union, Mayer's Smoke Shop. 
Midtown Records, Quarry Union 
Cortland, Willard Straight and 
Ithaca High School. 
ALBUM OFFERS A TREAT FOR SPECIAL TASTES 
/\ rare and special album by a uniquely 
bca'utiful lady. That's Maria Muldaur, the album 
and the artist, on Reprise Records. Musically, it's 
an album that defies categor1cal description. Maria 
masterfully combines mtluences of folk, country, 
Jazz. JUg band, blues. vaudeville, pop and dixie 
ragtime into an album as diverse and varied as her 
by such competent and varied mus1c1ans 
as Ry Cooder, Richard Greene, Jim Keltner, Chris 
Ethridge, Clarence White, Mac Rebennack, Klaus 
Voorman, Jim Gordon, Bill Keith, Spooner·· 
Oldham, Amos Garrett, Freebo and others, Maria 
pulls it off magnificently. 
This album is not really meant for a mass 
commercial audience, however. It appeals only to 
very special tastes. Each and every different 
listener will have his own personal and distinct 
favorites. Dan Hicks' fans will oooh and aaah over 
her performance of Walkin' One and Only, as well 
as her rendition of Midnight At The Oasis. 
Country and folk fans alike will latch onto Jimmie 
Rodgers' Any Old Time oP Dolly Parton's My 
Tennessee Mountain Home. And no matter who 
you are or what your musical taste may be, The 
Work Song will reach you, even if nothing else 
does. Paced by the shimmering piano of Mark 
Jordan and the solid bass of Chris Ethridge, Maria 
gives a stunningly sincere rendition of a song 
concerning I 9th century plantation life. Brilliant. 
For Maria, this is her first solo effort after 
appearing for years with the Even Dozen Jug Band 
(which also spawned Steve Katz, John Sebastian 
and Stefan Grossman), Jim Kweskin's Jug Band 
and two recent lps with her husband Geoff (now a 
vocalist with Paul Butterfield's tiand). Whether the 
whole album agrees with you or not depends on 
your own particular tastes. But, either w ~y, there 
is no denying that an album as rare and special as 
this comes out only once in a long, long time. 
background. . 
Ordinarily. such an attempt would be dismissed 
almost immediately as unfeasible. But Mana 
possesses a voice that is just as al home delivering a 
la1dback blues and melandtoha as 1t is imparting a 
sincere love Jnd affection. /\nd, aided and abetted 
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By MOM 
This week. I promised to tell you how to bake 
cakes in an, electtjc frying pan, and I wouldn't 
want .to disappoint you. I also want to share with 
you one of my favorite molded salad recipes that 
can be substituted for a dessert if you so desire. 
Like I told you b"efore, you .have to remember that 
all of these recipes are original, so don't condemn 
them before you at least give them a chance. 
Please·don't forget that I welcome any comments 
or recipes that you might like to submit. Write to 
nie c/o The Ithacan: Basement Dorm 6. 
FRYING PAN CAKE 
You may wonder what the big deal about 
baking in an electric frying pan is. Well, seeing that 
most of you oi:i!Y have acce~ to one oven, you 
cannot cook y_our dinner as well as· bake a cake at 
the s~me time. So, in other words I want you to be 
able to ha.ve your cake and eat dinner too. (Even 
Mom should get a chance to be , punny now and 
then). 
' What you nee.d for this recipe is an ordinary 
cake mix, whatever is your favorite kfod. I find 
those of the Duncan Hines variety work the best. 
You will also need two eggs and the amount of 
water designated on the cake mix package. 
The first thing you- have to do is prepare the 
pan. If your frying pan has a Teflon* coating, you 
~an ?roceed to 'the next step. If not, lightly grease 
1t with margarine or oil and lightly flour, so that 
there is an even coating. Do not, 1 repeat, do not 
merely grease the pan and omit the flour or the 
cake will get singed. ' 
Beat the cake m_ix as you normally would, 
omitting two tablespoons of the water called for. 
.·-~ minutes, then pour batter in immediately. Allow it 
to bake covered for about 20 minutes. -Cake will 
still be a bit moist on top, but will spring back 
when~toucbed lightly. Remove cover, tum off the 
'pan, arici' ·allow to ·coot. You will be able to fro:,t 
the cake within an hour and the cover will serve as 
an airtight container to keep the cake fresh, for as 
long as at lasts. 
While the cake is baking you might want-to try 
this molded fruit salad. 
TANGY GRAPE, BANANA-NUT SALAD 
I 7 oz. can Frozen Grape Concentrate 
I 3 oz. pkg. Lemon flavored Jello 
I 1 oz. envelope Unflavored Gelatin 
½ lb. Seedless Grapes, sliced in half 
2 bananas, thinly sliced 
I cup Walnuts, finely chopped 
Dissolve gelatins in one cup of boiling water. 
When totally dissolved add the frozen grape juice 
and stir-mixture will partially gell. Add all the 
remaining ingredients, making sure to hlend them 
evenly throughout the mixture. Turn mto a one 
Put the cove, on the preoarcd pan and close all 
quart greased mold and refrigerate until gelled. 
The mold should gell in one hour. To unmold, 
place mold in a tub of hot water for thirty seconds 
and then invert. Not only 1s this salad very 
economical but it can pass for both a salad or a 
dessert and be equally as tasty. 
Next week I'll have some foreign goodies to 
entice your appetites. 
SAGA MENU 
ENTREES FOR LUNCH AND DINNER 
Thursday September 27 
Lunch 1. Grilled Hot Dogs on Toasted Bun 
,2. Ham ;ind Biscuit Casserole-
Sunday -September 3~ 
Dinner 1. Roast Turkey-Bread Dressing 
2. Beef Stroganoff over Rice 
Monday October 1 
Lunch 1. Sloppy Joe Sandwich 
FFWJKLY SPEAKING .... by phil frank 
.A 210 
3. Tossed Tuna Salad Plate 
4. Jlggs Sandwich 
Dinner 1. Fried Chicken Pieces 
2. Swedish Meatballs 
3. Cheese and'Vegetable Bake 
Friday September 28 
Lu·nch 1. Grllled Cheese and Grilled Ham 
2. Turkey Tettrazlnnl 
3. Tuna and Egg Salad Sandwiches 
4. Fruit Plate 
Dinner1. French Fried Clams 
2. Roast Top Round of Beef. 
3. Rigatoni and Italian Sausage 
2. Tuna a la King over Rich 
3. Denver Sandwich 
4. Fruit Plate 
Olrrner 1. Baked Chicken 
2. Sweet and Sour Pork 
3. Omellat • Mushroom and c:,eese 
Tuesday October 2 
-Lunch 1, Hoagles on French Bread 
2. Chill Frltos 
3. Eggsalad Cold Plate 
4. Grilled Ruben 
Dinner 1._~oast Beef with Gravy 
Wednesday October 3 
Lunch 1. Turkey Said Sandwich 
2. Baked Macal'Onl an6 Cheese 
3. Grilled Peanut Butter and Bacon Sandwich 
4, Frankly Goods 
Dinner ITALIAN NIGHT 
1.- -Italian Sausage • Pepper and Onion.. 
2. Chicken Caccltorl 
3. S'paghettl • Clain or Italian Sauce 
4. Ravioli 
Ithaca Cot lege Students : 
Sa_ndq_ night sp,dt/1 
$111( 1111d turf· fot1S.7S . 
Cha-r~Pit \:r~~oy~M. 
205 EJmka Rd, Ithaca 
NY Outlets Nix Ads 
On Frye's "Watergate" LP 
"New York Buddah 
Records says its cancelled 
$75,000 worth of TV-radio time 
buys in the New York area as a 
result of the refusal of three TV 
stations (CBS, NBC, ABC) and 
WNEW-AM to air commercials 
for the label's Watergate comedy 
LP by David Frye. 
Also, it's understood that the 
Woolworth stores have decided 
not to stock the LP. While 
WNEW-FM is airing commercials 
for the album, it has deleted 
references tci "impeachment" of 
the President. 
· The irony of NBC and ABC's 
refusal to air the commercials is 
that Frye has performed 
material from the LP on 
"Touight" and "Jack Paar" 
·.:. ·shows~·-·.Whlle' "bad taste"· .ind· 
·, the seri~itsness of the Watergate : 
' :::~hafges~~re cited by spokesmen 
\: ·. f01: :·. N.BC and ABC, Frye's . 
,·:-.: 'manager, Joe Lauer, remarked: 
-~ · "Watergate deals with s·upression 
and chicanery, and yet the 
reason these people aren't 
· l.r"l· ····· .,. • · -· " ·- · · · - .. · · running the spots is that they're, · OCt~ 13 o, s,a J~ Bin lit. Ht :11::r.· ::ri1?.:r!i:, !i r- .. - - ~- . -· ,.,... . . I '-· :President Nixon and the · late 
\:j-,::.· ..  . _-.v_ .. ··:J~l~~i.rtt .  ·. s~_ .•. ~ , is-';5!J~. o_o · .. o· .. -~::~d;:t:r::t!~~r~!n!":~:~. ~ :./ · run into airtime· problems, and · 
~ · acltd, .. --~.;.;.,.;;.1.t,: ~!,ti.:.· · ~'.I• --.1.·s . .. . ( . _ , .- none of the many releases on the·_, 
QUITE DISGRACEFUL, ! AGREE -
BUT ITS J:t)~E WONDS=R.$ fOR 
ATWNDANCE ! ' 
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The Department of Pohhcs 
and the 
I.C. Politics Club 
Announces its 1973-74 
Film and Politics Festival 
A series of eleven' pol1t1cally relevant and provocative feature-length 
films by maior directors This festival's pohhcol univcnc c111tcnds from 
monarchy (Louis XIV) to anarchy IDL1ck Soup). Informal d1scuss1ons led 
by members of the lth'aca College faculty and other interested guests 
will follow the screenings. 
October 1 
Roberto Ro,solono, THE RISE TO POWER OF 
LOUIS XIV 
October 15 
Fredcnc Rossi!, TO DIE IN MA!JRID 
November S 
Alc,,n ResnolS, LA GUERRE EST FINIE 
November 19 
Serge, Eoson,tcon, IVAN THE TERRIBLE, 
PARTS I & II 
December 3 
G,lo Pontc?corvo, BURN' 
January 21 
Jan Kadar, THE SHOP ON ':'AIN STREET 
February 4 
Pttston Sturges, THE GREAT McGINTY 
February 25 
Robert Rossen, ALL THE KING'S MEN 
Morch 2S 
Fttd Zinnemon, BEHOLD A PALE HORSE 
April IS. 
~ Mou Brothen" DUCK SOUP, and 
Mel Brook.' TWELVE CHAIRS 
r-: MOfldaJ n1ttings, 1:30 p "'· 
Pia<:•: Toatn·fD2.' • · · 
Pr1ce: Season sub1c,.ptions 
lndiYidual donation~ 
$1.00 
Sl.00 
Subsctiptions a•Oilable at the door, o, by mail f,om Mortin L. Brownstein 
J06 Mtou .. ,.u,,.., c. .. ,., 
o..,. .. _ .. ,.,P.L .. ct 
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You can purchase a stereo component -system or a tele-
vision set from any one of Ithaca's fine· electronics stores. 
But only at Lafayette wi 11 you -be able to compare directly 
the very best equipment avai I able _ from the most highly 
respected manufacturers in the industry. 
We carry Zenith, Motorola; Panasonic and Sony televisions. 
Portable or console, &lack and whit, or color, we have a 
· TV to suit your needs and your budget. · 
If stereo is what you want, and if quality and dependabil'ity 
are important_. to you, please visit our showrooms and hear 
the best that high fidelity ha~_ to offer. Choose from among 
these famous brands: 
ADVEI\JT HARMAN-KAR DON 
INFINITY 
PHASE LINEAR 
PHILIPS 
PICKERING 
REVOX 
SUPERS COPE 
STANTON 
SUPEREX 
TEAC 
WATTS 
·AR 
BEVER 
DUAL 
DVNACO 
EMPIRE 
ESS 
GARRARD 
JBL 
KOSS 
LAFAYETTE 
MARANTZ 
ORTOFON 
PANASONIC 
SENN HEISER 
SHERWOOD 
,,SHURE 
SONY 
Compare the selection Lafayette offers you. Talk with 
our sales people- -you wi 11 ~ find them to be courteous and 
knowledgeable. And, of · course, we service what we sell. 
LAFAYETTE~ 
RADIO ELECTRONICS 
. .., _ . .,._ 
.;. . 
ASSOCIATE 
-STORE -_ 
1ND£ft[N0ENTL Y OWN[I) 
MAIN STORE: 
- J ·i '; ~ .: 
JUST OFF ROUTE 13 NEXT TO THE BOXCAR IN· ITAAC A 273-8777·,1·.-
-- - ~ 
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COLL'EGETOWN STORE: 2·15 DRYDEN ROAD_ ... _.,_,,;· 
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9._LASSl:f'JEDS.. 
·wANTED 
H.B.B.G.O.W.L. 
T.I. 
t4rgUm crOssword· 
ACROSS, 
1 Drink$ copiously 
7 Type· of pftch . 
13.0rder to appear 11'1 
court 
15 Hot -
·15 Table ftem 
~:, 5ay1ngs 
18 Descartes 
19 seri11.1 ty 
21 Pulpy fruit 
22 Popular sufffx 
23 Be aiabitfous 
·z;i Square -
25 On reserve 
27 Preffx: outside 
28 Bret -
29 laughs loudly 
31 Donkeys 
32 In fact · 
34 Ulcerate 
35 College grounds 
36 Brfef and to the 
pofnt 
37 Place of study (college lingo) 
38 Strike out 
39 Irregular. as ff 
gnawed away 
43 BufTdfng w1ngs 
44 'Kellogg-- Pact -
46 Brftfsh Isle . 
47 In the manner of 
48 Suburb of Newark 
49 Quarrel 
. SO Redfstrfct 
5Z- Dfgnfffed richness 
54 Wears JWay 
55 Subtracted 
56 Hereditary ruler 
57 Marfa and Monica 
DOWN 
11 Type' of shoe 
12 Second-hand deals 
13 Groove 
14 capers 
20 Pfanfst Tatllll 
23 God of the winds 
24 Nathan Hale, e.g. 
26 CUrtafns, 
28 ~feted 
30 Slllfth and Capp 
31 Wager · · : 
32 Sood-natured 
rfdfcule 
33 Decorate with 
bright colors 
Location of 1939 34 Uses trickery 
World 1s Fair 35 Profited 
2 "Large-11 pped" 36 Hurt 
Afrfcan-woman 38 - D1avo1o 
3 Church extension 40 Connective tissuE!ii 
4 Dandy 4J Adds zest to 
5 Feudal estates:· 42 Tennfnated 
var. 44 Treaty of 
6 The art of meddling --L1tovsk 
7 --.Jloor . 45 "Great art does not 
8 Furnish with cargo - theory"-Read 
9 "- Ding Dong 48 Number (pl.) -
Daddy ••• " 49 Actuality 
10 Inventor of early 51 Room in a harem 
photograph 53 Weapon 
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Waller, 
Remember the sunrise at 
Canandaigua? Want to go for a ride 
SOLUTION ON PAGE B 
Targum C 
sometTme7 
Crazy Lady 
Dear Gall, 
sorry a6out this weekend .•• (sound 
famlllar1) · 
Dear case, 
When do I get my single? Keep 
coughing and you never can tell! 
Hey Liz, 
What are you doing this weekend? 
I'm all alone. Let's be friends and do 
something. · 
XXX give me a break 
Earn top money! Part time 
promoting· student travel. Call or 
write (Include your telephone 
number): Vagabond Tours, 242 East 
80th Street, New York, N.Y. 10021 
(212)535·9840. 
Dear Snowflake. 
How would you rate him??? 
Dear Steph, 
State Street Bargain House 516 West 
State Street Antiques & used 
furniture you can afford to buy. 
Bal!k Amerlcard, Master Charge 
welco_me.-We buy and sell. 
Sale: 
'Thurs,·, • Frl.·Sat. 211% off 
everything In store except· clocks • 
coins and coin supplies. State Street 
Bargain House. ·516 West State 
Street. 
Is Rock Hudson who!.s real name? 
Wanted: Ride to Harttord area of 
Connecticut. Any weekend. Will 
" share expenses. 273-7183. Ask for 
Bob. 
Superfecta IS the team to beat! 
s-
Dear Soccer Team, 
The pat'tY was devlne, so was 
Saturday's game. Keep up the good 
work and we'll try keeping up the 
parties! Goo·d luck with Alfred. 
Love, 
Mom 
For all of you Business majors who 
think you have easy A's, my man Is 
going to tell me who to horrify. 
The Murph Machine 
For Rent: 
1 or 2 bedroom Apt. downtown -
furnished or unfurnished. Avallable 
now. 273·9602. 
Dear Frank, 
Happy Birthday, 
Love, 
612 
StaY_wlth me. 
Lealt-H.B.F,C. 
Leah, 
we hope the· best Mom a family 
D- could have has· the best birthday 
anyone could have. W,L.Y. 
· · The Family 
Wanted: 
Ride to Cape Cod, Boston, or 
vicinity. Anytime! WIiiing to share 
expenses. Call 277-0575. Sixth Floor 
E.T. 
Ad for classifled 
Sub saleman wanted. work 1 or 2 
hours a night. Good pay. Call Bob 
x793. 
Happy Birthday David, The Dungeon 
Sixth Floor E.T. You're the best. -
Thanks for all the help with the party. 
S.A. 
Steve, 
Hope you enjoyed Dinner. Thanks, 
Thanks, and Thanks again for all the 
time you spent on THE story. 
Love, 
Ed 
You're the best. Thanks for all the 
help with the party. 
S.A. 
Dear Frank and Sam, 
I hope I don't have to give Jim 
equal time. I'm not in charge next 
week. 
Me 
Dave T. 
Happy Bl rthday to the one person 
who's Birthday is the day after mine. 
One Who Remembers 
Dear Leah, 
Happy Birthday to one of the best 
cooks In the world (well, at least 
on the I.C. campus). 
J.C.S. and R.S.M. 
Confucious say: 
"Beware of orange gremlin with 
two way radio. Maybe hazardous to 
your health.'', 
Leah - Are you ready for your 
birthday drinks? 
Leah, 
We hope your birthday celebration 
is as great as our victory celebration 
was. Thanks and Happy Birthday. 
The Soccer Team 
Had to Include you, since everyone 
else is here .... 
Refrigerators, chairs, dressers, 
ward robes, bookcases, desks, beds, 
doors, dishes, pots & pans, etc. 
Sweater -~ook body suits 
State St. Bargain House 
516 West State Strel!t 
or Rent: .. 
1 or 2 bedroon Apt. downtown • 
urnished or unfurnished. Available 
ow. 273-9602 
"! •• ' • •• - • ·-· • ·~ 
from_ 
o you believe Joel and Sandy??? 
nterlaken, 
14 miles ·from Ithaca College. 
urnished country house, 2½ acres. 
arn,-3 bedroom. 2 baths. 
Write: 
Ed Melxeu 
CulVer Road· 
Trumans-buav, N,Y. 
ROi:F · 
RODCERS 
DANCE 
COMPANY 
at Cornell 
Lccture-.Demonstration 
October 11 8: I 5 p.m. 
Barnes HaJI 
Concert .Performance . 
Octobe(l2 8:15 p.m. 
Helen'.':Ne'wmari Gymnasium 
Students, $T Oth~rs- $4 
Tickets'1on ;c4e. __ ·. 
,.• 
··' Willard Straight Hall . 
Nipp~nose i~' th~ DeWitt Mall 
Ithaca·_eone~·stid;ut tiiti~~-·:\ :~~ 
. ··. .. . . .., .,. . ,, . . •.: .. ·, 
• ! ~· ::.. : ' : ' • ' \"1 ... , ' : • -~; 
~ow there are.body suits that look like sweaters. 
Here are some fine examples: 
from the top: 
San Francisco cable V neck gives you the layered 
look. A :i 00% nylon suit in winter white heather, 
grey heather, camel heather or navy heather all 
with a white dickie in sizes S/M, M/,L, X/L. 
$13.50 
The American Surface Sweater is a soft bl~nd of 
polyester and cotton. This V neck bod~smt comes 
in winter white, whisper blue or camel m 
sizes S, M, L, XL. $14.00 
The Fair Isle Norwegian Sweater has the look ~fa_ ski 
sweater. It is m!!'e of 100% acrylic in black or white 
with multicolors. Sizes S, M, L. 
$17.00 
.· , .... H0i9Y':t:::STREET· FLOOR,. 
t• • • ·C. ',. .-,- '-• ' ' ' 
....... '! .:r~ ' ~~,· 
··. ];;:irt!J~,:::r~t:I~t::r :t,ti;~rr::, .. ,·:~:~ .. :::·;,;:.-·. ,, 
Round The Clock 
:-;- . ,.:., ';;.-.. 
__ : ·.f. 
\ 
-
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. -. ·-· ·-
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.ALL ROADS ·ARE LEIDl:lli TO ~:~.~ · · . · 
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~ · ~ arrol ls' ~·; 
SALES AND SERVICE 
233 ELMIRA RD. Phone AR 3-6310 
Cooper Cares About You and Your Family's En-Tire Safety! 
ANNUAL SNOW TIRE .SALE ! 
PRICED to SELL 1=0~0A~ • 
....... __ . • . 6:30P.M. . 
Cooper Weather Master Premiu~- Cooper M&S · Sports 
_ ~ Semperit Radial & Bias Pl~ - Recaps - !Rte. p 
~,~.__,._ · ··· G~oper Super Tract10n Truck ·- rALANctJ 
#o i,,d,ulry••ltl• .,_nd•rd11 ••Isl. 0011/fl••llon lnd~•IH ~oopor'• lire q11•llly. , 
WHY .WAIT- BUY NOW-LARGEST SELECTION.. ~~¼ : a.a, 
~ IN OUR HISTORY-OUR LOWEST PRICES EVER ·. ·. 
·- . .. 
' ' .' ~usE OUR FREE LAY-A~WAY PLAN .. ' ~ I LET OUR TIRE EXPERTS HELP YOU SELECT THE RIGHT TIRES FOR YOUR CAR.I . . .· 
rvALiiniiin·c,i1-i · r-·· REG1s lll£l · · 
s - - · ! . TV DRAWiNG ___ - 1 · 
J~~~-- . • , . NO OBLIGATl!L..J. · · -•• 
· J SAVE TIME&MONEYHAVE\ fsruofisi~ . . . . · . ' . 
· i vi1RJ'rif1 If ff O 1 . l . EXPERil Y! - .t · · •. 
7., H~ I•• -,JI .... lt1I, ff hltf~~--""" 'A,.,.,,..,~••I/ , .... II >IJ ff~~~~---~ 
233 ELMIRA RD. Phone AR 3'-6310 - , · 
' • r - ' cJ 
- ·_ ~, 
Cooper Clres About You and Your hmilY'f En.;;Jire: S~f~ty! , >. , - : ... ~ 
;_ . ;· - " •, ~ . . ~ . . ,- -: . ' '~ . ' : • - . ' . -f~ -
... ;\ 
•.• ; ~--r,.;' ,-,: ' '\, :: ·' !~ 
- . -.. ,.,... ' .. ' . ~ : ; : ... ~:· ~)t':. : ~·-'.:_\,;,_'--_,·._::.;-·_... : . ' . - -- - . 
"/' .- _ ,,. -~- "a __ .,•' •• ~.~-
1
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NEW FAIJ ON CAM/l.f/11 
. "I think ea#ng people is the 
only alternative to beat the 
rising beef costs. " 
''Todays dead body is 
tom<illow's luneh." 
-MALLORY 
"People are like a good woman. 
You just can't eat enough of 
them." 
· By Andy Friedman 
People ... people who eat people ... are the 
healthiest people in the world. When Barbra 
Streisand made that song popular a few years agQ 
in her movie, "Meaty Girl", little did she realize 
she was singing the 'national anthem' of a large 
group of people in the world today: the 
Homovores. 
One of these people, the only one on campus so 
far is a student here at IC. A music major, 
fre~hman Michael Tischler graciously took time 
out from his busy practice schedule and consented. 
to this interview. 
ITH: Would you explain the term Homovore for 
the unenlightened? 
M: A Homovore is someone who eats people. 
ITH: Then you're a cannibal. 
M: No, let me make myself perfectly clear. 
Homovores are not cannibals. Cannibals catch and 
kilr thefr people. Homovores wait -until the people 
are dead and then we eat them. 
ITH: What caused you to become a, Homovore? 
M: Basically, I just couldn't afford the 
ridiculous beef prices anymore. 
ITH: Oh? What are the current prices on 
people? 
M: There are several different cuts. On the 
average, a human costs about 75 cents per pound. 
A porterhouse cut of beef in most supermarkets 
costs about $1 .89 per pound where as a 
porterhouse cui: of people only costs 84 cents per 
pound. You've got to admit that's quite a savings. 
• • •,; • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •; • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••I • 
.. 
LARGE tropical plants BOOL 'S FLOWER 
SHOP 
, . 
, $7.50to$75.00·: 
small green plants 
downtown N. Aurora $1.00 and up 
•••••••• e.• ••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
- - . - \ 
ITNAtA. t:IJUEfJE' SPEt/Al 
_'·AUTUMN SALE 
ALL· BIKES .REDUCED 
. . . 
ALL PARTS and AC~ESSORIES 
.-10%,,0FF 
t Through Oct. 6 with this ad) 
Right ne~t to c·omell_414 College Ave 
,c_'iif11I'JJIJJJJ~llflf/JJ{{ 272-1010. 
' ,-
' 
' . . ~ ; ' ' . ; . ~: .. 
.l:>ead Bodies for Dinner? 
OF 
1TH: Where do you buy. your people? 
M: Pier 17 in New York.',City .. 
ITH: How long have you been a Homovore? 
M: About a year now. 
ITH: Can you describe for us what your first' 
·taste of a person was like? 
M: I thought I was eating beef. I'd been invited 
to a friend's house for dinner. He brought out this 
beautiful rib roast. It looked, smelled and even 
tasted delicious. He later told me it was the rib 
cage of a Grecian woman. 
ITH: Is your friend a leader of the Homovore 
movement? 
M: Not any more. He died in a car accident last 
Saturday. 1· had him for dinner Tuesday night., 
1TH: Weren't you repulsed? 
M: Why should I be? He was delicious. 
ITH: ffow does one go about preparing a dead 
prrson? 
M: They're easy to prepare if they are about 20. 
The skin isn't gristly or fatty at that age. My 
favorite dish is jambe frite au vin rouge. 
1TH: Would you translate that, please? 
M: Fried leg in red wine. 
ITH: Do you eat people often? 
M: About four times a week. 
ITH: Wouldn't it be simpler to join the meal 
plan? 
M: Do they serve people in the Union? 
ITH: I don't believe so. 
M: That's why. It's just not fair. They have skim 
freankly, 
fake. 
Wekttow 
whatyo&1. 
tike, atrd 
we\/e. ,,~ ,t I 
CORPSE! 
milk for dieters, a vegetarian table for meatless 
eaters, but nothing for the Homovore. 
ITH: I think you can understand why? 
M: I can't. People are much more nutritious 
than beef. But the idea of eating a cadaver turns 
some people off, which is why our habits aren't 
that widespread at the moment. 
ITH: Is there a society or cult for Homovores? 
M: No. Do you have a hamburger club? 
ITH: When you die, aren't you afraid that 
someone will serve you up for dinner one night'? 
M: I think I'd make a delicious repast. Would 
you like a bite of my finger'! 
ITH: No, not right now. How does your 
supplier maintain his stock? 
M: Grave robbing. 
ITH: Do you think more and more people will 
become Homovores'! 
M: Definitely. The space we now waste on 
graveyards can be turned into parks, housing or 
office space, which would solve a lo.t of the 
country's problems right there. People will be 
healthier, and the beef pnces will have to drop 
when no one buys it anymore. 1-Iomovorism is the 
answer this country has been looking for. 
1TH: Thank you. That concludes the interview. 
M: Whoops, there's the timer on my stove. My 
jambe frite au vm rouge is ready. Can I offer you 
.some? 
ITH: No, thanks. I'm not a leg man, myself. 
I 
I 
• 
' I 
··r, 
The coat isn't leather---it's man-made of "Skai" 
The collar isn't fox---just foxy. But the styling's 
authentic ••• it's 
genuinely warm ••• and 
the tailoring is 
impeccable. Our 
fraudulent wraparound 
coat is just $98. 
-----,·--·· ' ' ~. -
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now. .... 
there's fl to/J~cco s/Jop tllflt offers 
* CUSTOM BLENDING-
* ART REPRODUCTIONS- & PRINTS-
* PIPE REPAIRING 
·-· ),-
--
* CANDLES, PUZZLES, ADULT GAMES 
*. PIPES-by SAVINELLI, LARS.EN;··BEN WADE, 
CHARA TAN, JOBEY, and our own DON-RAFAEL LINE. 
. . .. 
\'II complete .to/Jflcco experienc_e·''-
, -
m 
. __ ·: ra 
\ . ·,!,. Ki 
.... ,,1,'1 • 
- · .
. :? • l 
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Sltoc.J Girl's Great 
Victory 
Women's ·Tennis Team 
rlJJ,{f P3 1 .Smashes Lawrence 
Snake Race ..... Walk, Trot 
11t ••••••• Penny Podheretz 
. 2nd •••••••• Laurie Connell 
3rd ••••••••• Nancy Tuttle 
4th ••••.•.•••• Sally Klein 
5th ••••.•.. M lckl Perrlcelll 
Snake RaceWalk, Trot, Canter 
1st •••••• '. .. , •• Patti Fuller 
2nd •••• , .•••• Barb Glasow 
3rd ••••. , • , •••• Sue Keller 
4th ••••••.• , • Jamie Tullo 
5th • , ••... , , , , LIZ Schenk 
....... Beginner Equitation 
1St ..••• , ••••• Donna Hunt 
Beginner Equitation 
1st •...•..•••• Donna Hunt 
2nd ...•.•• Lorrie Andrews 
•• Diane Marino 
3rd •••• , .....• Gary Nurse 
4th •••. , .••. Nancy Tuttle 
5th •...•.••••. Sally Klein 
Intermediate Equitation 
1st ••••. , ..• Laurie Connell 
2nd •••••....• Jamie Tullo 
3rd •••. , • Penny Podneretz 
4th • : .• , •.•.•. sue Hunter 
5th ••.• ,· •.... Ruth Werner 
Intermediate Equitation II 
1st •.• , , , ..... Barb Fielder 
2nd •.•••.•..•• Patti Fuller 
3rd ••••.... Marla Tamayo 
4th •.••....•. Mark Cutten 
Advanced Equitation 
1st •..••••••.••• sue HJllas 
2nd , •••.•.••• Barb Glasow 
3rd ........... ,Sue Keller 
4th ••••.••.•.• Lisa Young 
5th , ••. , .•..•• LIZ Schenk 
Novice Jumping 
1St •••.•.• , .
1 
••• Patti Fuller 
2nd •••• , •.... Ruth Werner 
3rd ••••..•.•• Mark Cutten 
Open Jumping 
1st .•... ,, ...... Sue Hlllas 
2nd .. • ........ . Lisa Young 
3rd .... , ... Maria Tamayo 
4th ........... Liz Schenk 
5th ...•....... . Sue Keller 
6th Barb (ilasow 
By A.J. 
Seniors Nancy Buttler and 
Sarah Montgomery have been 
chosen co-captains of the 1973 
Women's Varsity Field Hockey 
Team. Miss Buttler and Miss 
Montgomery have played four 
and three years,. respectively, on 
the field hockey team, Both 
women have played important 
parts in th~ great success that 
Coach Doris Kostrinsky's team 
has experienced the past four 
years. Miss Buttler plays center 
forward and is ably backed by 
center halfback Sarah 
Montgomery. 
Nancy is a senior Physical 
Education major and has been a 
member of the Volleyball 
Basketball, and Lacrosse team~ 
here at Ithaca College. Sarah is 
also a senior, maJonng in 
History. She has also been a 
member of the Lacrosse team. 
These girls are just two of the 
many female athletes 
representing Ithaca College on 
and off the playing field. . 
Nancy and Sarah will lead 
their teammates into battle this 
afternoon ag.ainst East 
Stroudsburg. This should be one 
of the toughest foes that the 
Lady Ithacans will face this fall. 
The girls will have to combine all 
of their resources and talent to 
meet the tough challenge of E. 
Stroudsburg, who will be out to 
avenge a J 971 2-l loss to Ithaca. 
The game is at 3:30 P.M. this 
Jfternoon. 
''BATTLE OF THE SEXES??'' 
By A.J. 
Apparently inspired by the 
big win of Billie Jean King over 
. -Bobby Riggs, the Ithaca College 
:, Women's Tennis Team smashed 
its way to victory over both St. 
Lawrence University and 
Herbert Lehman College with 
scores of 4-3 and 6-3, 
respectively. 
Coached ry Miss Iris Carnell 
and managed by Phyllis 
Goldstein, the Lady lthacans 
made a strong showing in both 
their matches last Friday. As a 
team that has been growing 
steadily stronger each year, this 
year's tennis team should be 
making its best showing ever. 
This double scrimmage match 
allowed Miss Carnell to 'evaluate 
. her team as a whole and to 
watch key individuals under 
game conditions. If these two 
wins are any indication of the 
upcoming season, Ithaca College 
will be well represented by 
another of our female atheletic 
teams. 
The results of the two 
matches are as follows: Ithaca 4, 
St. _Lawrence 3: Singles: .!'!Ill} 
Haines (I) beat Beth Sears, 6-1, 
6-2; Sara Knowles (S) beat Mary 
B. Scavullo, 6-1, 6-4; Joan 
Reydel (I) beat Karen Engstrom, 
6-1, 6-0; Anarea Sussman (I) 
beat Mary Di Santo, 6-2, 7-5. 
Doubles: Sally and Sue Williams 
(I) beat Cathy Klopfer and 
Karen James, 6-1, 6-1; Nancy 
Day and Heide Bodeman (S) 
beat Patty Herrman and Clay 
. Fenell, 6-4, 0-6, 6-3; Mary 
Hemingway and Sherry Neese 
(S) beat Barbara Weiler and Terri 
Sandin, 6-3, 7-5. Ithaca 6, 
Lehman 3: Singles: Donna 
Rothstein ( L) beat Sally 
Williams, I 0-4; Peggy McElroy 
(L) beat Debby Grunwald, 10-9; 
E. Smith (L) beat Karen 
. Hornbostel, l 0-8; Cheryl Lanz 
(I) beat Adrian Wax, 10-2; Barb 
Schlosser (I) beat Naomi Dinkin, 
10-4; Vicki Poorfu (I) beat 
Joyce Gardner, I 0-3. Doubles: 
Debby Grunwald and Cheryl 
Lanz (1) beat Donna Rothstein 
and Peggy McElroy, 12-11; 
Karen Hornbostel and Barb 
Schlosser (I) beat Adrian Wax 
'and Naomi Dinkin, 10-6; Mama 
Holmes and Vicki Poorvu (I) 
beat Karen McClusky and Joyce 
Gardner, 10-2. 
The 1973 Schedule is as 
follows: Sept. 25, Oneonta (H), 
Oct. 2, Albany St. (A), Oct. 9, 
Brockport (H), Oct. 19-'.! l . 
Easterns (Princeton), Oct. 10, 
Cortland (J}, Oct. 24, Colgate 
(A}, Oct. 17, Syracuse (H) 
(Tentative}. 
By'rerry S-egal 
media practices. Television, 
newspapers, and magazines 
inundated the public with 
Bobby Riggs. There w·as "Big 
Mouth" on the covers of Time 
and Sports 111ustrated and in the 
guest chair of the Tonight Show. 
The American sports scene is The inordinate publicity might 
in turbulent times. Congress· has have given him an aura of 
uplifted pro football's sacred - respectability. And Bobby took 
blackout, Russia humiliated the advantage. He made it appear 
Americans at the World Games, the match was a battle· to 
East Germany preluded the prevent the emasculation of the 
inevitable~- ·decline· of U.S. American male. Oh, really? All it 
swimming · supremacy, and a was was Bobby Riggs versus 
federal _-amateur athletic Billie Jean King. 
cominision seems inevitable. But The match was billed,- as the 
nothing was more shamefui than ''Battle of the Sexes". Through 
last week's King-Riggs tennis s.ome perverse logic,_ Riggs 
Why then the smaller 
women's purses? For the same 
reasons women have trouble 
securing credit and get stuck 
with office clerical 
work-chauvinism, stupidity and 
prejudice. But beating ? 55 year 
old man won't help the cause. 
How can it? 
The fiasco in the announcer's 
booth equalled the abomination 
on the court. Indubitably, Rosie 
Casals is the female Bobby 
Riggs. Her biased, degrading, and 
garrulous comments would make 
· Riggs blush. Unfortunately 
Rosie labors under the widely 
accepted premise that the best 
method of defense is to fight fire 
with fire: If some slob 
badmouths me, I'll badmouth 
him. Doing so in this case only 
brings one ·down to the gutter 
level of the instigator. You 
haven't defended your position, 
you've abandoned it. Play tennis 
Rosie, and leave the mike alone. 
You'll help the female cause a 
lot more that way. 
Soccer Teo.M 
½cf 0R1oos In 
Second Ou+, n.9 
-MALLORY 
debacle.' · -represented American males, 
From its very inception,. tl)e . t{ing carr;i_ed the banner for 
match embodied spurious females. Bobby Riggs and Billie 
rationales. Women believed a Jean don't represent anyon_!! but 
King victory ·would redeem their themselves. Period. If one buys 
status. If King triumphs, an the theory they do, then he'll 
outcry for female equality- accept the cqntention that an 
ensues? Not really. Why should IRA bomber represents all Irish 
women take Riggs seriously in Catholics, or· -£hat Israeli and 
the first place? Why be upset Arab guerrillas ·represent 
over the moronic and asinine· worldwide · Jewish and Arab 
ranting of- a crochety big mouth. thought. 
Portentous rumblings are 
about concerning' a ,possible 
rematch. Please America, don't. 
Don't buy the decatlence', the 
20th century Roman· Colosseum 
of thrones, chariots and sugar 
boor? Are fetnaJes that insecure ·· -·Finally, the match was 
about their . status? Surely supposed to uplift tite status of 
women have more pressing and - women's tennis if King won. 
deserving targets of their wrath 'Why? It's already an endorsed 
than Riggs. -~ ,. • . product as any astute tennis buff 
To feel --that Riggs' defeat_ will tell . you, It's more 
elevates w'omen gives credence . ui~ere5ting and entertaining than 
to the belief that,Riggs ac,;tulilly the male variety due· to longer 
lowt;ted their status.in the first · -.rallies and more- placements. It's 
place ~-wliich lie' never did. . - - - . ~fresb.ingly different from the 
. daddies. 
Perhaps·~sµcf·beliefs can b_e male's serve •. volley • .it's over 
attributed : 'to (lues~on~!Jle m·atch. · · 
Throwing away three million 
dollars once is enough, especially 
when seats sell for $ 100. -!\nd 
just think, some of those same 
people grumbled when 
hamburger -cost $1.00 a pound. 
Only in America. 
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By Patty Berger 
The Ithaca College soccer 
team had another outstanding 
game µst Saturday against 
Hobart with a winning score of 
4-0. In spite of a strong wind 
factor in the firsf half of the 
game, Ithaca scored two· goals 
within two minutes of each 
other. 
Coach McCormack moved 
Rich Demont and Linc Artz 
. from half backs to forwards 
which proved to be· a very 
beneficial move for the team as 
they both scored goals; Rich 
scored the first 2 goals of the 
game and Linc scored the third. 
Abby AIMuhailani played 
another fine game Saturday. He 
assisted the first three goals and 
scored the final gr-~~:; i~ 
./! 
r. . • 
. .... , .. ' 
this season, he has partic1pateo 
in all the goals scored by Ithaca 
College. 
Bobby Keill piayed a $Uperb 
game in his new position as 
half back. He did a fine job of 
feeding most of the balls to th·e 
forwards. 
The Hobart team had 23 shots 
,at the goal while Ithac_a had 
more than 45. This showed a 
fine offensive strategy. . 
Goalie Tom Blank played an 
-excellent game, making 13 saves. 
Defense led by Dave Kleinfelder, 
Scott Hamilton, and Scott 
Handler performed wen· as they 
succeeded in shutting out ,the 
Hobart team. 
As of last Sa_turday's game, 
Ithaca stands 2-0. This Saturclay 
they travel to Alfred and their 
next home game will be October 
3, against St. Bo~aventure. -
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Bubblas I Baar 6.95 
ONLY ON MONDAYS 
Roe.st Prime Ribs of Beef 
All the Cham pa,gne you can drink 
Steak 8l Grape 6.95 
ONLY ON TUESDAYS 
Generous l lb. Sirloin Steal!: 
All the Red Wine or Sangria you can drink 
BEEF and B&&ZE 6.95 
ONLY ON WEDNESDAYS 
Roast Prime Ribs of :Beef 
All the Drinks you can drink with Dinner 
littak & Spirits 6.95 
ONLY ON THURSDAYS 
Generous l lb. Sirloin Stelk 
All the Drinks you can drink 'With Dinner 
lo_bster & liquor 6.()0 
ONLY ON FRIDAYS 
Live Maine Lobster 
All the Drinks you ca.n dm 'With Dinner 
Eimira Road, Ithaca, N.Y. Res.: 272-6484 
